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Abstract 

We study two geometric inequalities in harmonic analysis. 

In the first part we study the Brascamp -Lieb inequality. We re- examine sev- 

eral of the approaches that have yielded results for this inequality and use them to 

derive new results. Specifically we prove an inequality involving the Hessian of the 

optimal transport map and use it to derive the generalised Brascamp -Lieb and 

reverse Brascamp -Lieb inequality with the methods of Barthe. Also, we extend 

the heat flow methods from Carlen, Lieb and Loss to give the form of all opti- 

misers for the Brascamp -Lieb inequality and we use the induction on dimension 

method of Bennett, Carbery, Christ and Tao to prove a Brascamp -Lieb inequality 

for finite fields. Finally, we study the set of LP- indices where the Brascamp -Lieb 

inequality holds and give alternative ways of describing it in several situations. 

In the second part we study a multilinear analogue of fractional integration 

which has been studied in one form by Drury. We give the L bounds for it and 

find the optimal constant for this bound in the case with the most symmetries. 

We also determine all functions which are optimisers for this inequality. Finally, 

we study an analogue of this form which corresponds to the Hilbert transform. 

Here the finiteness of the form depends on cancellation properties in the kernel 

and we show how to define the form in terms of distributions. Then we prove L 

bounds for that form. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

This thesis is about multilinear inequalities in harmonic analysis which have a 

geometric flavour. 

The bulk of the thesis, Chapters 2 to 5, is devoted to the Brascamp -Lieb 

inequality 
Lfrim m 

(Li) 
Pj 

x)dx<Cn (1.1) 
7 =1 7 =1 i 

where H and are finite dimensional Hilbert spaces of dimensions n and ni 

respectively, B3 : H -+ H3 are linear maps, p3 are non -negative numbers, C is a 

finite constant and h are non -negative functions. We shall refer to ((B3), (pi)) as 

the Brascamp -Lieb datum for this inequality and (Bi) as the m- transformation 

for it. 

In Chapter 2 we study the conditions that have been found to be necessary 

and sufficient for (1.1) to hold. If the maps B3 are fixed these conditions show 

that (1.1) holds if and only if the tuple (pi) lies in a certain polyhedron S. In 

Section 2.2 we search for the vertices of this polyhedron. We establish several 

general lemmas which aid this search and with those we list all vertices of S in 

the cases when the maps B; have 

1. common rank 1, see Theorem 2.1; 

2. common rank n - 1, see Theorem 2.2; 

3. mixed rank 1 and 2, see Theorem 2.12; and 

4. indicate how to treat the common rank n - 2 case, see Remark 2.15. 

One of the necessary conditions for (1.1) to hold is that 

dim V < pi dim(BiV) (1.2) 
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holds for all subspaces V of H. As there are an uncountable number of these 

spaces it is far from obvious how to arrive at a finite description of S. We address 

this problem in Section 2.3 and show that it is sufficient to test (1.2) on spaces V 

in the lattice of (ker B3)73/1. This is defined to be the smallest set which contains 

each ker Bi and is closed under intersection and vector -space addition. This 

lattice is countable and we give an algorithm which determines when all distinct 

conditions included in (1.2) have been found. 

In Chapter 3 we study the analogue of (1.1) when the Hilbert spaces H and Hi 

are replaced by vector spaces over a finite field, Fn and P3 . We prove that if this 

analogue holds with a constant C which is independent of the cardinality of the 

field IF then C can be taken to be 1 and we give necessary and sufficient conditions 

for this to be the case. We refer to Theorem 3.2 for details. Furthermore, we 

use the relationship between the Brascamp -Lieb inequalities and convolutions to 

give a version of Lieb's theorem, Theorem 1.12 below, in the finite field case, see 

Theorem 3.3 for details. 

In Chapter 4 we return to the Hilbert space problem and find all optimisers 

for (1.1). Our approach is based on arguments establishing the monotonicity of 

a certain heat flow related to inequality (1.1). This technique was introduced in 

the rank one case by Carlen, Lieb and Loss [16] and independently and in the 

general case by Bennett, Carbery, Christ and Tao [7]. When we look for the 

optimisers it is convenient to work with a Brascamp -Lieb datum that interacts 

nicely with the Hilbert space structure on H. This is the case for what is known 

as a geometric Brascamp -Lieb datum, following Ball [1], see Definition 1.13. In 

particular in this case, each Hi is a subspace of H and B3 is the orthogonal 

projection. We are able to see that the integrand on the left hand side of (1.1) 

factors into two terms, involving only Box and Bt x respectively, where B± is the 

orthogonal projection onto H31. The fact that this decomposition holds for each 

j yields a lot of structure which we exploit. See Theorem 4.5 for the optimisers in 

the case of a geometric datum and Theorem 4.8 for the general case which follows 

easily. 

We note in particular that these theorems recover such different cases of equal- 

ity as the multilinear Hölder's inequality, where each tuple of the form (fi) = (cif) 
with each ci a constant and f an arbitrary integrable function gives an opti- 

miser, and Young's inequality where the only optimisers are tuples of gaussians, 

(f) = (e- where the Ad's are certain positive definite linear transforma- 
tions on Hi. 

In Chapter 5 we revisit the method which Barthe has developed in [3] to 

study the Brascamp -Lieb inequalities and study how it applies to the generalised 
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Brascamp -Lieb inequalities as introduced in [7]. Barthe's proof also gives a re- 

verse Brascamp -Lieb inequality and we derive a generalised reverse Brascamp- 

Lieb inequality. We discuss these results further in Section 1.3. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 we study multilinear generalisations of the Hilbert trans- 

form and the Hardy -Littlewood -Sobolev theorem. Firstly we study the n- linear 

form 
x x 

A(.f1, ... ) .fn) 
fl 1 f \ dxl dx2 ... dx,,, (1.3) 

(]fin -1)n K(xl, , xn) 

with each x2 E Ir -1 and the kernel given by 

K(x1i...,x,,,) = det (1 1 1 ) 
xn Xi X2 

This multilinearises the Hilbert transform as for n = 2 we see that det = 
x - y. As is the case with the Hilbert transform, the integral in (1.3) is not 

convergent in general but we address that issue in equation (6.3) and Lemma 6.1. 

We give a quite precise result for when 

IA(.f1, ... ,.fn)I <_ cII.f11ILP1(Rn-1) II fn (1.4) 

holds in Theorem 6.2. 

(Note that in this discussion, and in Section 1.2 below and Chapter 6 in 

general, we state our results in terms of Lp spaces and pi in this theorem is the 

index of these spaces. In particular, pi > 1 and we expect necessary and sufficient 

conditions to be linear constraints in (i ). In the discussion on the Brascamp- 
Lieb inequality, on the other hand, we state our results in terms of L1 functions, 

the powers p3 satisfy p3 < 1 and the necessary and sufficient conditions are linear 

constraints in (pi).) 

The analogue of the Hardy -Littlewood -Sobolev theorem comes from consid- 

ering the integral in (1.3) with K replaced by Ka where 

Ka(x11 ...,xn) det r l 1 

xi x2 

11 
x, ) 

and 0 < a < 1. Drury [19] has proved that the resulting form, Aa, satisfies 

Aa(fl, .. IIfnIIP. (1.5) 

where 1 /pa = 1 - cx /n using methods similar to the ones we use for Theorem 6.2. 

In Section 6.2 we use rearrangements of functions and the interplay between Aa 

and a closely related form on the sphere S' to determine the best constant C 
in the estimate (1.5) and find all functions which give equality in the estimate 
with that constant. 
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In the remaining sections of this Introduction we will place these results in context 

and give the background results we will need from the literature. Specifically, in 

the next two sections we will introduce two highly useful techniques of passing 

between functions, namely rearrangements and mass transport. A third technique 

with the same spirit, heat flow, will be useful in Chapter 4. In the last section 

we discuss the portions of the theory of Brascamp -Lieb inequalities which will be 

relevant to us. 

1.2 Rearrangements of functions 

Let E be a subset of 11 $n of finite Lebesgue measure. We define the symmetric 

rearrangement of E to be the open ball in I18R centred at the origin which has the 

same measure as E and denote it by E *. With this definition we can define the 

symmetric rearrangement of an integrable function f as 

CO 

Rf (x) = f*(x) = f x{If(x)I>t}* (z) dt. (1.6) 

The measure of the set {x : f (x)1 > t} in this definition is called the distribution 

function of f, denoted ),(t). Since rearrangement, as we have defined it, leaves 

the measure invariant we see that f and f* have the same distribution function. 

Therefore, any quantity which can be defined in terms of the distribution function 

is invariant under the rearrangement action. This holds in particular true for the 

LP norm of f which may be defined as 

Ilfll1;, 

We also note the representation 

co 

_ - f tP dA(t). 
o 

CO 

f (x)1= f dt. (1.7) 

of the modulus of f which compares directly to (1.6) and in many cases allows 

questions about the rearrangement of functions to be reduced to questions about 
rearrangement of sets. We can also see that this rearrangement preserves order- 

ings of non -negative functions, in the sense that if 0 < f (x) < g(x) for all x E lR' 

then also f *(x) < g* (x). 

We shall find it convenient to introduce a variant of this rearrangement which 

only rearranges in a single variable. Thus we define for a function f of n variables 

the Steiner symmetrisation with respect to the j -th coordinate direction as 

f (x) = -f *j (xl, . . . , x.) = I 
CO 

X{If(s,>..., , ,,+i,...,, )I>t}(xj) dt. 
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We see then that 

Rif (x) = f *3(x) -f x {Ìt'0)1 >t}(x) dt 
a 

which again compares directly to (1.6). As before we have that Ilf HP = f *'IIp 

and the operator R; is order preserving. We also note that f *3 decreases as the 

absolute value of the j -th coordinate increases. 

There exist several rearrangement inequalities, that is, inequalities which re- 

late an integral involving some non -negative functions to the same integral but 

with the rearrangement of the functions instead of the original functions. The 

simplest of these is the following. 

Theorem 1.1. Let f and g be non -negative integrable functions on R n . Then 

ff(x)g(x) dx < f f *(x)g *(x) dx. 
n Rn 

The proof is immediate, we use the representations (1.6) and (1.7) to see that 
we want to prove 

f 
f f X{t>t} (x)X{9>s} (x) ds dt dx < f f X{t>t} (x)X{y>s} (x) ds dt dx. 

n a o n o 0 

By Fubini's theorem we see that it is enough to show that 

{f >t }n {g >s }I < {f >t } *n {g >s }* 

and this comes directly from the fact that 

{f > t }* n {g > s } = min {I {f > t } *I, I {g > s } *I} = min {I {f > t }I, I {g > s }I} 

whereas in general we have 

I{ f> t} n {g > s }I < min {I{ f> t }I, I 

{g > s }I }. 

A more interesting theorem is the following Riesz's rearrangement inequality 

named after F. Riesz. 

Theorem 1.2. Let f , g and h be non -negative integrable functions on 11V. Then 

I (f, g, h) < I (f *, g *, h *) (1.8) 

where 

I (f, g, h) = f n 1R f n f (x)g(x - y)h(y) dx dy. 
R 

This may be extended to non -integrable functions in the sense that if the left hand 
side is infinite then so is the right hand side. 
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This theorem has been generalised to larger tuples of functions and more 

general linear maps by Brascamp, Lieb and Luttinger [9] as follows. 

Theorem 1.3. Let fi, ... , fm be non -negative functions on Rn and (bij) be a 

k x m matrix where k < m. Let 

m 

I(.Ìi,..., fm) - 
Rn 

7 

...fn 
111 

i dxl ... dxk. 

Then l(fi,...,fm) <I(Îi,...,fm*). 

The cases of equality have been studied, in particular by Lieb [24] and Bur - 

chard [12] and [13]. Lieb shows that if the g in Theorem 1.2 is strictly spherically 

decreasing then there is equality in (1.8) if and only if f and h are spherically de- 

creasing functions, possibly translated by some common vector. Burchard studies 

several more general cases but when all of the functions f , g and h are completely 

unrestricted the condition she obtains for equality in (1.8) is difficult to check in 

any given case. It is much more tractable when the functions are characteristic 

functions. 

An important case which lies between the ones of Riesz and Brascamp -Lieb- 
Luttinger is that of multiple convolutions where we let 

I (f1 , fm+i) -J (fi * * fm) (x)fm+i (x) dx 
](gn 

= f...ffi(xi)f(x)f+i 
j=1 

dxl ... dxm. 
(1.9) 

Clearly this form falls under the scope of Theorem 1.3 but it had also been 

previously studied by Beckner [5], and for m = 2 and n = 1 this is Riesz's result. 

According to [5], Riesz remarks that it goes back to the methods of Hardy and 

Littlewood for rearrangement of series. The first proof on Ilan seems to be due to 

Sobolev, see again [5]. 

Burchard [12] has found good conditions for the cases of equality in (1.9) 

when the functions are characteristic functions and also extended Lieb's result. 

We state that extension here with a slight added generality. 

Lemma 1.4. Assume that fi, ... , fm +1 are non -negative functions on R , fm +i 

is symmetric decreasing and we have equality in the rearrangement inequality 

ftfj(j)fm+i(bii+."+bmm)dXi... dxm 
pgn)m j =i 

< J dxi . . . dxm 
IIgn)n` j=1 

7 
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where bk E R. Then there are vectors al, ... , an E Rm such that E biai = 0 and 

fi(xi) = fi (xi - ai) for all i = 1, ... ,m. 

Burchard states her result with each bj = 1 but by making the change of 

variables xi bixi the theorem reduces to that case. 

Finally, let us note a different type of rearrangement inequality about how 

rearranging affects the difference of functions. At this level of generality it can 

be found in [27]. 

Theorem 1.5. Let J be a non -negative convex function on R such that J(0) = 0 

and let f and g be non -negative integrable functions on Rn . Then 

J(f*(x) - g*(x)) dx < f J(f (x) - g(x)) dx. (1.11) 
n 

I n particular we get that 'If* - g* I I 
Lp < I l f -g II Lp for 1 < p < oo. 

Furthermore, if J is strictly convex and f satisfies f = f* then (1.11) holds 

with equality if and only if g = g *. 

Rearrangement inequalities have been invaluable in various problems relating 

to finding the best constant for various inequalities in harmonic analysis. We 

mention Beckner's discovery of the best constant in Young's inequality, [5]. Fol- 

lowing the announcement of this result, Brascamp and Lieb gave a different proof 

[8], generalised the result to more than three functions and suggested further gen- 

eralisations, namely what has become known as the Brascamp -Lieb inequality, 

see Section 1.4. 

Another example is the Hardy -Littlewood -Sobolev inequality 

fmff 
(x)9(y ) dx dy 

Ix yIa 
< Cllfllpllgll9 (1.12) 

which holds for p, q > 1 and a < 1 such that 1/p + a/n + 1/q = 2. The best 

constant C for this equality has been found in the case p = r by Lieb [25]. Later 

Carlen and Loss [17] revisited this problem using rearrangements and a certain 

type of conformal invariance and they were able to find all optimisers for (1.12), 

again in the case p = r. 
In Section 6.2 where we consider a multilinear variant of (1.12) given by 

h(xi) ... fn(xn) 

n -I. det (2, 1z ::: 1ñ) a dxl dx2 ... dxn < Cllfillpm ... 
Ilfnllpm 

(1.13) 

with 1 /p« = 1 - a/n we are able to carry out a similar analysis to that of Carlen 
and Loss and find the best constant for this inequality and all the functions giving 

equality in the inequality with this constant. 
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1.3 Mass transportation 
The problem of how to most efficiently transfer a mass of some shape, a pile of 

sand say, into another prescribed shape is a very natural one to consider and can 

be traced back to the paper of Monge [29] from 1781. His formulation can be 

stated as follows. 

Problem 1.6. Let µ and y be two probability measures on 1Rn. Find a map 

T : which transports µ to v in the sense that 

f C(T (y)) dµ(y) = f C(y) dv(y) (1.14) 

for all test functions ( and which minimises the total distance travelled by the 

mass, that is the functional 

fc(x, T (x)) dx 

where c(x, y) _ Ilx 

Although this may seem like a natural formulation of the problem there are 

several reasons why other forms might be considered better. 

First of all, the problem as stated may not have a unique solution. Let us 

say for example in JR that ,u has half of its mass at -1 and the other half at 0 

whereas y has half of its mass at 0 and the other half at 1. Then the cost is the 

same whether we shift µ to the right by 1 to arrive at y or if we leave the mass 

at 0 untouched and and move the mass at -1 to 1. 

However if we take the cost function to be of the form c(x, y) = J(I1x - YID 

where J is a strictly convex function then the transportation function is unique. 

On ]R, moreover, it does not depend on the form of J. Informally we can say 

that the convex cost function dictates that in the optimal solution there is no 

rearrangement of mass, in the sense that if x < y then T(x) < T(y) and so the 

optimal transportation plan is to take the p-th percentile of the mass and place 

it in the p-th percentile of the mass v. 

There is still a question about the existence of solutions to Problem 1.6. For 

example, if we let be the point mass at 0 and v have half its mass at -1 
and the other half at 1 then there can be no function T which carries out the 

transportation. In practical terms, there is no question about how to get around 

this problem. We simply divide the pile of sand at 0 in two equal piles and ship 

one to the right and the other to the left. 

This leads us to consider a more general transference plan as a probability 
measurer on the space 1R x Rn whose marginals are and y respectively. This 
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means that for any function ( 
r 

((x) dr(x, y) = 
J 

((x) dp(x) 
II8n x1R Rn 

and 

f((y) C17(X) y) = f 4-(y) dv(y) 
n x rv n 1n 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

The transportation problem then becomes the following. 

Problem 1.7 (Kantorovich's optimal transportation problem). Minimise 

c(x, y) d7r(x, y) 

subject to the conditions (1.15) and (1.16). 

The problem of Monge is then the more restricted one of considering only 

those probability measures 7r which are supported in a graph of a function T. 

Kantorovich studied the problem which bears his name in 1942 and in par- 

ticular made the connection of viewing it in general as a continuous limit of a 

finite dimensional linear programming problem and moreover introduced a highly 

useful notion of duality to the problem. Incidentally, Kantorovich had also in- 

troduced the concept of linear programming a few years earlier and in the end 

received a Nobel prize in economics for his work. 

We shall not be interested in the transport problem for general cost functions 

but shall rather specify the cost to be quadratic, that is c(x, y) = ilx - y112. In 

this case the solution to Problem 1.7 has extremely useful geometric properties. 

Although these problems are often considered with very few regularity assump- 

tions on p and v we will assume that these measures are absolutely continuous 

with respect to the Lebesgue measure on ll8'n . In this case it is known that there is 

a unique solution to the problem of Kantorovich which is at the same time a so- 

lution to Monge's problem. Furthermore, the mapping T can be written uniquely 

as Vq where is a convex function. We shall refer to 0 as the optimal transport 

potential. 

A result very much in this direction goes back to Knott and Smith [23] and 

it was proved by Brenier [10] [11] under the additional assumption that u and v 

have finite second order moments by using the duality theory mentioned above. 

However, these authors also suggested that there might be a more direct way to 

prove these results and that programme was carried out by McCann [28] and he 

was thus able to eliminate the moment condition. 

Caffarelli has provided a regularity theory for the potential 0. What will be 

relevant to us of these results is the following. 
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Theorem 1.8. Let and v be measures on Ió''ß with density functions f and g re- 

spectively and assume that they belong to the class C °,c(lón1) of Hölder continuous 

functions with index a. Then the solution to Problem 1.7 with c(x, y) = 11x - y112 

is a measure 7r which is supported in the graph of the differential of a convex 

function 0 and given explicitly by 

d7(x, y) = dit(x)6[y = 00(x)] 

where ö is the Dirac delta measure. 

Furthermore, 0 is of class C2 '(ló2). 

In recent years the field of mass transportation has been extensively studied, 

both for itself and for the large number of application the methods have found. 

For a short introduction to this area we suggest the article of Ball [2] and for a 

longer one, the book of Villani [31]. 

Here we shall mention only one result which is due to Caffarelli, [14], [15]. 

Theorem 1.9. Suppose the densities f and g have the form 

f = (det B)- 2 e -Ir(B l''') and g = Ce -'(B 
1 

., ") -x 

where B is a positive definite symmetric linear transformation, H is convex and 

C is chosen so that f g = 1. Then the optimal transport potential 0 satisfies 

Hess(0, x) < I 

where I is the identity transformation. 

In Chapter 5 we shall generalise Theorem 1.9 as follows. 

Theorem 1.10. Suppose f and g are of the form 

f = (det(B- 1G))ze-r(B- 1G',.) * Fc and g = Ce-r(s 1A 
1,) -11 

where A, G and B are positive definite symmetric linear transformations, it is a 

probability measure on Ió'2, H is convex and C is chosen so that f g = 1. Suppose 

also that AB < GB = BG. Then the optimal transport potential 0 satisfies 

Hess(O, x) < G. 

The introduction of it and G in this theorem makes it strictly stronger than 

the one of Caffarelli. This theorem makes the strategy of Barthe for studying the 

Brascamp -Lieb inequality stronger. To state the result, fix B to be the identity 

transformation and say that functions of the form which f has in Theorem 1.10 

are of class G and that functions of the form which g has are of inverse class G. 

Then we have the following. 
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Theorem 1.11. 

1. (Generalised Brascamp-Lieb) 

flfîBix)dx L mm 

< (ff) 
j=1 j=1 

for all f j of class Gi and 

2. (Generalised Reverse Brascamp -Lieb) 

J 
* sup 11 

j=1 

m 

=1 

j 
pjB; yj = x, yj E 1E8 dx >DG 11 (f) 

for all gj of inverse class Gj 

where 
det(m pjB;AjBj) 

DG = 
A;nG; 1(det Ai )Pi 

Here f * denotes the outer integral as the supremum may not be measurable. 

We note that the first half of this theorem has already been seen in [7]. 

1.4 The Brascamp -Lieb inequality 

The Brascamp -Lieb inequality (1.1) unifies and generalises several of the most 

central inequalities in analysis, among others the inequalities of Hölder, Young 

and Loomis -Whitney. It was first written down by Brascamp and Lieb in [8] 

where they give two questions as open problems. The first one is to find the 

necessary and sufficient conditions on the datum for (1.1) to hold and the second 

one is to determine when the best constant for (1.1) is attained by a tuple of 

gaussian functions, f(x) = e- (x °A,x) with each Aj a symmetric and positive semi - 

definite linear transformation. 

Their motivation for asking this second question comes from [8] where they 

study special cases of inequality (1.1), the most general of these is to let nj = ñ 

for all j, assume that n is a multiple of ñ, that is that n = ñm for some integer m 

and let Bj : 118 -* ]R take x = (x1, . , x,,,,) to ((ai, x1), ... , (a'n, x,,,,)) where each 

a is a vector in J t2. In these cases, they answer the second question positively 

so it became natural to ask whether it is true in the fully general case. 

Let us say a few words about how they approach this problem because it has 

nice connections to the material in Section 1.2. The main argument is for the 
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case when m = 1, the more general case follows by integrating in the variables 

x1, ... , x,,,, one after another. They are therefore interested in the integral 

I = f H f' ((aj, x)) dx. 
=1 

This they raise to the M -th power for some large integer M so they study the 

product 
m M M 

IM = 
n M 

H ((a3, xk)) dxk. 
7 =1 k=1 k=1 

f]fi 

They then use the general rearrangement inequality of Brascamp, Lieb and Lut- 

tinger to estimate this with 

m M 

n FP' ((a, x1), . . . , (a, xM)) 11 dxk 
j=1 k=1 

where FP' is the symmetrisation of rik fP'((ai,xk)). 
In the case when each fj is a simple function, in the sense that it takes only 

finitely many values, K, the symmetrisation Fj will be the positive combination of 

the characteristic function of finitely many balls centred at the origin. By passing 

the integral inside the large number of sums that this procedure has introduced 

they can reduce themselves to consider this last integral with a characteristic 

function of a ball instead of F3. The connection with gaussian functions comes 

now when they estimate this integral with the characteristic function replaced by 

a suitable gaussian. 

Then they have to estimate a sum of the norms of these gaussians by the right 

hand side of (1.1). Their estimate here is very crude; it involves K, the number 

of values each fj takes. However, by letting the power M pass to infinity while 

keeping K fixed they are able to recover the desired estimate. 

These matters were revisited some fifteen years later by Lieb in a paper titled 

Gaussian kernels have only Gaussian maximizers, [26]. In that paper Lieb con- 

siders operators between functions on Cn which are defined in terms of gaussian 

kernels, such as 

where 

(gf)(x) = f G(x,y)f(y)dy 

G(x, y) = exp 
1 -K (x) , M (x) + i)) 

with M a symmetric complex valued 2n x 2n matrix such that RM is positive 

semi -definite and l a vector in C2n 
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As the title suggests, the main object of this paper is to show that if Ç is a 

bounded operator from LP (r) to Lq (W) and some conditions on the values of p 

and q are satisfied then the only extremisers for G are gaussians. 

The application of this theory, or rather a multilinear version of it, to the 

Brascamp -Lieb inequality is indirect and it does not show that gaussians are 

the only extremisers but it shows that gaussians exhaust the inequality in the 

following sense. 

Theorem 1.12 (Lieb's Theorem). Let C((Bj), (pi)) be the smallest constant 

we can take in (1.1) so that it holds for all tuples (fj) of integrable functions and 

let C9((Bj), (pi)) be the smallest constant we can take so that it holds for tuples 

of centred gaussians. Then 

c((Bj), (pj)) = c9((B3)+ (pj)). (1.17) 

1.4.1 Conditions for finiteness of C((Bj), (pi)) 

Even with Lieb's Theorem, the crucial question still remains wide open, when is 

C((BB), (p1)) finite and what is its value? A practical case which was first studied 

by Ball and later generalised by Barthe is that of a geometric datum. 

Definition 1.13. We say that a Brascamp -Lieb datum is geometric if B;B; = 
Idwn for each j and 

772 

pjB;Bj = (1.18) 
j =1 

In this case it is shown by Ball [1] and Barthe [3] that (1.1) holds with C = 1 

for all centred gaussians and that the tuple (fi) = (e -()) is an extremiser which 

does attain that constant. 

Barthe [3] also gave a necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.1) to hold in 

the case when each Bj has rank one and he determined all the functions such 

that (1.1) holds with equality. This was later re- examined by Carlen, Lieb and 

Loss [16] who introduced heat flow arguments to the theory of Brascamp -Lieb 

inequalities. 

However, the general case was not settled until the two papers of Bennett, 

Carbery, Christ and Tao, [7] and [6]. They give necessary and sufficient conditions 

for (1.1) to hold. These are the following: 

for all j, 
dim H = 

14 

(1.19) 

pi dim Hi, (1.20) 



and 

dim V < pi dim Hi (1.21) 

for all V. 

To see the second of these we test (1.1) on f3,a (x) = á fi (i) and note that 
since the right hand side is independent of A the same must hold true for the left 

hand side. 

For the third one we take a subspace V of H and let f3 be the characteristic 

function of the coin shaped region which is the E neighbourhood of the unit 

ball of Bi V sitting in Hi. Then we have that f Edim H5 -dim Bj V and that 

f7-¡ 
f J > (dim H -dim V Since E can be arbitrarily small and (1.1) must hold 117 7 - 

independently of e we get condition (1.21) from this with the aid of (1.20). 

These conditions are proved to be sufficient by a relatively simple argument in 

[6] based on multilinear interpolation and induction on dimension. In retrospect 

it should not come as a surprise that interpolation plays a role in the Brascamp- 

Lieb inequality as it generalises among others Young's inequality and the classical 

derivation of that is based on interpolation. Also the positive part of Barthe's 

result in the rank one case can be recovered very easily with interpolation. The 

connection with gaussians only surfaced with the work of Beckner when he was 

looking for the best constant in Young's inequality. We give a strengthened 

version of the multilinear interpolation argument in Section 2.3. 

In [7], among many other things, a structural theory for the Brascamp -Lieb 

inequality is developed. We will conclude this discussion by giving some details 

that will be relevant to us. In this discussion we shall assume that pa > 0 for 

each j. This is a harmless assumption in the sense that any factor with power 

zero in (1.1) can be omitted from the inequality without affecting the value of the 

expressions on either side. 

Definition 1.14. Let Bi : H -+ H3 and : H' -* H13 be linear transforma- 

tions. We say that (Ba) and (Hi) are equivalent if there exist invertible linear 
transformations C : H' -+ H and C, : H3 such that = C3- 1B;C. 

By a simple change of variables we can see that if (fa) is an extremiser for 

((B3), (pa)) then (pi) = (f3 0C3) is an extremiser for ((Hi), (pa)) and it is clear that 
if each function in the tuple (fi) is a gaussian then the same holds for each function 
in the tuple (a Also we have from [7] that if ((r33),(133)) is extremisable then it 
is gaussian extremisable. In the rank one case this goes back to [16]. Furthermore, 
any extremisable data is equivalent to a geometric data, see [7] again. 
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Definition 1.15. 

1. We say that a subspace V of H is critical if V is neither {0} nor H and 

(1.21) holds with equality for V. 

2. We say that a pair of subspaces (V, W) of H is a critical pair if V and W 

are complementary in H, so V + W = H and V n W = {0 }, and B;V and 

BMW are complementary in Hi for each j. 

We will conclude this introduction by stating a lemma extracted from [7] which 

clarifies the relationship between these concepts. 

Lemma 1.16. Let ((Bi), (pi)) be a Brascamp -Lieb datum such that (1.20) holds 

and (1.21) holds for any subspace V of H. Then we have the following: 

1. Each component of a critical pair is a critical subspace. 

2. If the datum is extremisable then for any critical subspace V of H there 

exists a complementary subspace W of H such that (V, W) is a critical pair. 

3. If the datum is geometric then it is extremisable and we may take W to be 

the orthogonal complement of V in H. 
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Chapter 2 

The Brascamp -Lieb polyhedron 

2.1 Introduction 

In [7] it is shown that the Brascamp -Lieb inequality (1.1) holds for the datum 

((B3), (p;)) if and only if we have 

dim V < E pi dim(BiV) (2.1) 

for all subspaces V of H, the scaling condition 

dim H = 

holds and 

pi dim(H3) (2.2) 

(2.3) 

for all j. 
In this chapter we study the following problem. Let us fix the maps B. Then 

for which tuples (p;) does the Brascamp -Lieb inequality hold, that is which tuples 

satisfy (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3)? 

Since each of the conditions is a linear inequality or equality in the variables 

(pi) and since the coefficients in (2.1) are dimensions of spaces which can only 

range through a finite set, it is clear that the set of tuples (pi) such that these 

conditions hold is a convex set in Rm whose boundary consists of a finite number 

of hyperplanes. It is thus a polyhedron and we shall refer to it as the Brascamp- 

Lieb polyhedron for the m- transformation (B3). 

The scaling and positivity conditions (2.2) and (2.3) imply that this polyhe- 

dron lies in the intersection of a hyperplane and the first 2m -tant in Rm. What 
portion of this intersection the polyhedron occupies can vary greatly. In par- 

ticular, for Hölder's inequality the conditions in (2.1) do not give any restric- 

tions and the polyhedron is this whole intersection. On the other hand, (2.1) 
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for the Loomis -Whitney inequality restricts the polyhedron to the one point set 

(pj)1<j<n = (7.71)1<j<n 

The conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) give a description of the Brascamp -Lieb 

polyhedron, S, in the sense that if we want to check whether a particular point 

(pi) belongs to S then we can do so by checking (pj) against each one of these 

conditions and if it satisfies them all then the point belongs to the polyhedron. 

However, for two reasons it might be considered of benefit to give an alternative 
description. Firstly, the shape of the polyhedron can still seem quite unclear, 

in particular we do not have a result which says that the point (pj) lies in the 

polyhedron if and only if it is of some prescribed form. Secondly, there is the 

question how many conditions are included in (2.1). Although, as we said above, 

it is only a finite number because the dimension of the spaces involved can only 

range through a finite set, it remains unclear how to get an exhaustive list of the 

conditions as it would seem to require examining each subspace V of H. We will 

address both of these problems in this chapter. 
For the first problem, it is known by the Weyl -Minkowski theorem that a 

bounded polyhedron is a polytope, that is the convex hull of a finite set of points. 

Furthermore, it is a consequence of Carathéodory's theorem that each point in 

a bounded polyhedron can be written as a convex combination of the vertices 

of the polyhedron. Here we say that a point (qj) is a vertex of a polyhedron if 

there exists a hyperplane such that the intersection of the hyperplane and S is 

the singleton {(qj)} and by writing (pj) as a convex combination of the vertices 

we mean that (pj) lies in the polyhedron if and only if we can write 

Pi = 
so 

s=o 

for all j, where As > 0, Es As = 1 and qg for s = 1, ... , so is an enumeration of 

the vertices. For these standard results in convexity see for example [4]. 

The problem of determining the vertices of S has until now only been resolved 

in the rank -one case. There we have the following result. 

Theorem 2.1 (Rank one case, Barthe [3]). Let Bjx = (vi, x) for vectors vi 

in H. Then (qj) is a vertex of S if and only if qj = XI(j) where xi denotes a 

characteristic function of an index set I such that (vj)jEI forms a basis for H. 

As noted in the Introduction, this result is reproved in [16] and [7]. 

In Section 2.2 we present a new analysis of the properties of the vertices 
which has the benefit that aside from yielding a new proof of the result of Barthe 
it makes it possible to determine the form of the vertices in several other cases. 
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Theorem 2.2 (Rank n -1 case). Assume Bi all have rank n -1 and for each 

j let {vi} be a nonzero element in the kernel of Bi. Then (qi) is a vertex of S if 

and only if qi = ,l ix'(j) where I is an index set such that (vi)iEI forms a basis 

for H. 

The main lemma for our treatment of these results is the following. 

Lemma 2.3. Let (qi) be a vertex of S. Then the support of q, {j1q 01, can 

have at most n elements where n is the dimension of H. 

Finally, we will also push the analysis further to give a description of the 

vertices in the case when each B3 has rank either 1 or 2. 

In Section 2.3 we address the second problem mentioned above, how can we 

know which conditions are included in (2.1). To state the result we make the 

following definition. 

Definition 2.4. Let (Vk)kEK be a family of subspaces of a common space. Then 

the lattice of (Vk), denoted G(vk) is defined as follows 

1. VkEG(vk) for each kEK; 

2. Vl fl V2, Vl + V2 E G(vv) for any Vl, V2 E G(vk) 

We neither require {0} nor the whole space to be elements of the lattice. 

Remark 2.5. The lattice of a given family of spaces is the smallest set of spaces 

which contains each member of the family and is closed under the operations of 

set intersection and vector space addition; we say that the lattice is generated by 

the family. 

Definition 2.6. For the m- transformation (Bi) we let L(B3) denote G(ker(B )), the 

lattice generated by the kernels of 

In Section 2.3 we prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.7. Let ((Bi), (pi)) be a Brascamp -Lieb datum. Then a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the the Brascamp -Lieb constant C((B;), (pi)) to be 

finite is that (2.2) and (2.3) hold and (2.1) holds for each subspace in G(B,) 

Remark 2.8. It is a comment of Michael Christ that by working through the 
induction proof of the Brascamp -Lieb inequality in [6] an algorithm which gives 

necessary and sufficient conditions for C((B,), (p;)) to be finite can be found. The 
proof that follows is along these lines and also establishes that the lattice GA) 
is sufficient. (The proof was done in close collaboration with Tony Carbery.) 
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However, even with Theorem 2.7 there remain some questions. Firstly, do we 

know that the number of elements in £(B.) is finite? The answer to this seems to 

be no in general, see [30] for an overview discussion on lattice theory, to which this 

question belongs. However, it is clear that the number of elements is countable 

and it is straightforward to generate a list of elements which we can check (2.1) 

on in sequence. So for computational purposes, a more important variant of this 

question is: how do we know when to stop, that is, when can we be sure that 
we have got a list of all the conditions included in (2.1)? We will address this 

question towards the end of Section 2.3. 

2.2 The vertices of S 

Proof of Lemma 2.3. Assume U and W are two subspaces of H such that in- 

equality (2.1) holds with equality for the point (q;) of S and U and W. Then we 

get that 
E qi dim(BiU) + qi dim(BiW) 

q3 (dim(BiU) + dim(B3W)) 

qi (dim(BiU n BiW) + dim(BiU + B W)) 

qi (dim(Bi(U n +dim(Bi(U +W))) 

(2.4) 

3 

>(dim(U n W) + dim(U + W)) 

=(dim U + dim W) 

where we have used twice the fact that dim U+dim W = dim(U+W)+dim(UnW) 
for any subspaces U and W. Also for the first inequality we have used that 
dim(B3U +B3W) = dim(B3(U +W)) and dim(B3UnBiW) > dim(B,(UnW)). 
The second inequality follows since (q3) belongs to the polyhedron and therefore 

the condition (2.1) holds with (q3) and both U n W and U + W. 

Since we are assuming that the beginning and end of this chain are equal, 

we must in fact have equality all the way. This tells us that we have equality in 

inequality (2.1) for U n W and U + W and that for all j such that q3 > 0 we have 

dim(BiU) +dim(BiW) = dim(Bi(UnW)) +dim(Bi(U+W)). (2.5) 

We note that so far we have proved the following. 

Lemma 2.9. Let U and W be critical subspaces of H for a Brascamp -Lieb datum 

((Bi), (pi)). Then UnW and U +W are also critical and for all j such that pi > 0 

we have that (2.5) holds. 
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Now, if (qj) is a vertex of S then we will have a set of indices, J, such that 

qj = 0 for j ' J (2.6) 

and a collection of subspaces, V, such that 

dim V = E gj dim(BjV ) if V E V. (2.7) 

A vertex of a polyhedron is the unique solution of the set of linear equations 

which the facets adjacent to the vertex satisfy. Thus, the system (2.6), (2.7) of 

linear equations determines the vertex (qj) uniquely. 

Let us now apply row operations to this system to simplify it. By subtracting 

the appropriate multiples of (2.6) from (2.7) we can substitute (2.7) with 

dim V = E qj dim(BjV) for V E V. (2.8) 

jEJ 

Now, take U, W E V. By the above discussion, we have U n W, U + W E V 
as well and furthermore, the equality for W can be deduced from the equality for 

U n W, U and U+ W as follows. 

dim(U n W) = 
EJ 

dim(U + W) _ 

gj dim(Bj(U n W)) 

gj dim(Bj (U + W)) 
jEJ 

dim U = E gj dim(Bj U) 
jEJ 

dim W = gj dim(BjW) 
jEJ 

where we have used (2.5) to simplify the right hand side. This shows that we 

may remove the equation coming from W from (2.8) by row operations and thus 

without affecting the solution set. 

Let us try and remove as many equations from (2.8) as we can. First of all, 

we may assume that {0} is not in V as (2.8) is content free for that space. Let 

us then take a U1 E V such that no proper subspace of U1 is in V. Clearly such a 

space exists as we cannot have an infinite chain of nested subspaces in H. Define 

VU, :_ {W E V :U1 C W }. Then all the equalities for the subspaces in V can be 

deduced from the equalities for the subspaces in Vu,. To see this we note that if 

W E V \ VU, then W n U1 = {0} so the equality for W can be deduced from the 

equalities for U1 and U1 + W which are elements of Vu,. 

Next, let U2 E VÚ17 U2 U1 be such that no subspace W E VU, lies properly 

between U1 and U2. Then as in the last paragraph we see that all equalities for 
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subspaces in VU, can be deduced from the equalities for the subspaces in Vu2 and 

the equality for U1. Continuing this process, we get a flag U1 U2 ; ; Us such 

that all the equalities for the subspaces in V can be deduced from the equalities 

for the spaces in this chain. 

Thus we have seen that by using row operations we can remove all the equa- 

tions from (2.8) except the ones coming from this flag, which we shall refer to as 

U, and still have left the linear system 

gj=0 
dim U qj dim(Bj U) 

for j J; 

ifUEu 
(2.9) 

(2.10) 

which is equivalent to the original one. Since H is n- dimensional, U can have 

at most n elements so the number of equations in (2.10) is at most n. However, 

since the system (2.9), (2.10) is a linear system which has a unique solution in 

l[8, there must be at least m equations in the system. Therefore, there must be 

at least m -n elements not in the set J and so the solution to the system (q3) 

can have at most n non -zero elements. 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 

The next lemma partly addresses the question how one can check that a 

particular point is a vertex. 

Lemma 2.10. Let a Brascamp -Lieb datum ((Bi), (pi)) be given and assume that 

U= (U1i ... ,U5) is a flag in H, that is U1 U2 ; ; Us = H, such that (2.10) 

holds. Assume also that the inequality (2.1) holds for any space W which can be 

added into the flag. 

Then inequality (2.1) holds for any subspace W of H so the Brascamp -Lieb 

inequality holds for this datum. 

Remark 2.11. If U is a maximal flag we cannot add any subspace to the flag so 

if we have a vector (qj) for which (2.10) holds for a maximal flag U then (qj) 

is a vertex of the Brascamp -Lieb polyhedron. This is however not a necessary 

condition for (qj) to be a vertex, see Remark 2.14. 

Proof of Lemma 2.10. If we re- examine the calculations in (2.4) we see that if we 

assume that (2.1) holds for U n W and U + W and it holds with equality for U 

then we get that (2.1) holds for W. 

Let us now define to e {0, ... , s} such that Uto C W but Uto +1 St W. To 

ensure that to is well- defined we allow it to take the value 0 in which case we 

define U0 = {0 }. We see that if (2.1) holds for W n Uto +1 and W + Uto +1 then 
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it holds for W. Since Uto C W n Uto +1 C Ut0+1 we see that (2.1) holds for 

W n Uto +1 by assumption. For W + Uto +1 we argue inductively. We note that 
W + Ut0+1 D Uto +1 so we can repeat this process for that space, that is find a 

t1 > to such that Ut, C W + Uto +1 but Ut1 +1 W + Ut0+1 and then (2.1) for 

W + Uto +1 will follow from the condition for (W + Uto +1) n Ut, +1 which lies between 

Ut, and Ut1 +1 and the condition for W + Ut, +1. This process will give us a flag 

Uto C C Utr which is a subflag of the flag Li and can therefore not contain 

more than s elements. Furthermore, this flag has the property that to confirm 

that (2.1) holds for W we need only to check that (2.1) holds for spaces V such 

that Ut C V C Ut +1 with t E {to, ... , tT }. Since W was arbitrary we have proved 

the lemma. 

Let us now list all the possible vertices in several cases. First let us assume 

that all the maps Bj have the same rank. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. As before, we let (qj) be a vertex of the polyhedron and 

J be the set of indices j such that qj > O. If vj for j E J do not span H then 

we do not have a solution to the system (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). To see this, let 

V be a subspace of codimension 1 which contains vj for all j E J. Then V1 

lies in the kernel of all the relevant B3. Therefore, testing (2.1) on V' gives 

1 = dim V1 < >j qj dim(BjVI) = 0 which is impossible. 

This and Lemma 2.3 shows that JI = n and for each j E J there is a vector 

that vj ker Bjl for all j' J\ {j} ker Bj . Define 

Uj = 
j'EJ 
7'<_7 

span(vj,). 

Then U = (Uj)jEJ is a maximal flag in H. With these definitions of J and U we 

can see that (2.9) and (2.10) have the unique solution qj =1 for j E J and qj = 0 

otherwise. The note following Lemma 2.10 therefore gives that each vector of this 

form is a vertex of the polyhedron. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. With (qj) and J as before, we first note that if ker Bj for 

j E J do not span H then we do not have a solution to the system (2.1), (2.2) and 

(2.3) as can be seen from testing (2.1) on a space V such that > J ker Bj C V 

and dim V = n - 1. This gives n - 1 = dim V < Ej qj dim(BjV) _ (n - 2) Ej qj 

whereas the scaling condition (2.2) gives n = Ej qj (n - 1). 

From this and Lemma 2.3 we then see that JI = n. Also, if we define 

ker Bi, 
j'EJ 
j' <_7 
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then U := (Uj)jEJ is a maximal flag in H. The set of equations (2.10) for this 
flag becomes 

si = qj' (si - 1) +> qj'sj j E J 
j'EJ 
j'<j 

j'EJ 
757 

where sj :_ {j' E Jj' < j} . Since the number of terms in the first sum is sj 

and the number of terms in the last sum is n - sj it is evident that qj = 7,11 for 

j E J is a solution. Since the system has rank n this is the only solution and 
since the flag is maximal we get a vertex for the polyhedron. 

2.2.1 Mixed rank one and two 

We can push this analysis further and examine the mixed rank case when each 

Bj has rank 1 or 2. Again, we assume (qj) is a vertex of S and J and U = (U1 

U2 U5) are such that (2.9) and (2.10) hold. 

By subtracting the equation for Uk_i from the equation for Uk we see that we 

can replace (2.10) with 

dim(Uk/U,c_1) _ qj(dim(BjUk) - dim(BjUk_1)) (2.11) 

for Uk E U, k > 1 and with U0 = {0 }. In this set of equations we note that the 

coefficients multiplying qj sum up to the rank of Bj and the constant coefficients 

sum up to dim H. Therefore, if we let J1 and J2 be the set of indices from J for 

the rank 1 and 2 transformations in the set {Bj j E J} respectively and let m1 

and m2 be the number of elements in these sets then the sum of the elements 

in the coefficient matrix of (2.11) equals m1 + 2m2. Furthermore, since the set 

of equations (2.11) uniquely determines (gj)jEJ and 1J1 = m1 + m2 we get that 
s>m1 +m2. 

Now, for each j E Jl the coefficients of qj in (2.11) must all be 0 except one 

which must be 1. Therefore, at most m1 of the equations can contain a non -zero 

coefficient for an element qj with j E J1 and these equalities must contain at least 

m1 of the non -zero coefficients in the matrix. 

There are now two cases, either there is equality in each step of this calculation, 

that is there are exactly m1 of the equations which have a non -zero coefficient 

for an element qj with j E J1 and these equations have only these non -zero 

coefficients and there are exactly m2 equations left which have all of the non -zero 

coefficients for the qj with j E J2 which sum up to 2m2. Moreover, each of these 

m2 equations must have either one coefficient equal to 2 and all other 0 or two 

coefficients equal to 1 and all other 0. Otherwise, if any of this does not hold, 
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then, by the pigeonhole principle, there must be an equation among these, all of 

whose coefficients are zero except one, for qj with j e J2, which must be one. 

Note that we have made heavy use of the fact that the coefficients in (2.11) 

must all be non -negative integers and we may assume that no equation has zero 

coefficients in front of all the qj as such an equation can be removed from the 

linear system and the corresponding subspace can be removed from the flag. 

In the first case, we get that for each j E J1, the relevant equation from 

(2.11) takes the form 1 = qj. The left hand side must be 1 as we know that 
0 < qj < 1 for each j E J. Let us say that this is the equation coming from 

the quotient Uk2/Ukj_1. From the fact that dim(Bj'Uki) = dim(Bj'Uki_1) for all 

j' : j we get that the intersection of ker Bj, with Uk, \ Uki _1 is non -empty. Now, 

Uk3 _1 C ker Bj whereas Uk, \ Uk _1 contains no vectors in ker Bj so we see that 
ker n (H \ ker Bj) is non -empty for any j' j. Since dim ker Bj = n - 1 we 

get by testing (2.1) on ker Bj that 

dim(H) - 1 < > qj, dim(Bj,H). (2.12) 
3'03 

Since we know that we have equality in (2.1) for H and since we have q3 = 1 we 

get by subtraction that (2.12) must in fact be an equality. 

All in all, we get by repeating this process, rearranging and carrying out the 

reductions in the proof of Lemma 2.3 again that there exists a subspace H1 of 

H such that dim BjHI = 2 for all j E J2 but H1 lies in the kernel of all Bj for 

j E J1. Furthermore, H1 is n - ml dimensional, the cosets vj + H1, vi E im Bj 

for j E J1, form a basis for H /H1 and qj = 1 for all j E Jl. 
So we are left with a flag in H1 and m2 equations associated with it, all of 

whose non -zero coefficients are for qj with j E J2. If we have that one of these 

equations has only one non -zero coefficient, which must then be 2, then that 
equation must take the form 2 = 2qj. This we see since the left hand side cannot 

be larger than 2 as q3 is at most 1 and since we must always have 

dim(Uk/Uk_1) > dim(BjUk) - dim(B3Uk_1) 

so the coefficient on the left hand side must be as large as any coefficient on the 

right hand side. Now, in the same way as before with the rank one spaces we 

get that there exists a subspace H2 of H1 and a flag in H2 such that all of the 

equations associated to this flag have the form 

tj,j' = qj + qj' (2.13) 

for some j, j' E J2,1 C J2 and tj j E {1, 2 }. Then if we let J2,2 := J2 \ J2,1 

and for each j E J2,2 we let {vj,i, v3,2} be a basis for im Bi then the set of cosets 
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{v3,l +H2 l j E J2,2 and l =1, 2} forms a basis for H1 /H2 and q3 = 1 for all j E J2,2. 

We also note that the flag we get by adding the span of the vectors from this basis 

one by one to the subspace 112 is a maximal flag between H2 and H1 and we have 

equality in (2.11) for each step. 

Now, if we have an equation in the set (2.13) with t3,3, = 2 then we must have 

qi = q3, = 1 as neither can be greater than 1. Then we can insert a space into the 

flag which splits the single equation into the two equations and those equations 

are of the form we originally split off from the main argument. We will deal with 

these equations in the next paragraph but one and see that the index set of those 

should properly be considered as part of J2,2. 

When that rearrangement has been done we can thus get that all the equations 

concerning q3 with j E J2,1 have the form 1 = q3 + q3,. Let us define a relation 

on J2,1 such that j is related to j' if there is an equation of the form 1 = q3 + qy 

with these j, j'. If we draw the graph of this relation then each vertex j will have 

exactly two edges connected to it. Therefore we can see that the graph will be a 

collection of disjoint circles. Let us examine one of these circles. We can write all 

of the equations relating to the vertices in this circle in the form 

q1 + qi2 = 1 

q:72 qi3 = 1 

qi 1 

=1 
+ =1. 

(2.14) 

The number of equations in this list is the same as the number of variables. 

However, if there is an even number of equations then the sum we get by adding 

the even numbered equations is the same as the sum we get by adding the odd 

numbered equations and so this system does not have a unique solution, contrary 

to our assumptions. Therefore, the number of equations in each circle is odd 

and in that case the system has a unique solution, which clearly is q3 = á for all 

j E J2,1. We note that as the left hand side of these equations is always 1, the 

flag they come from must be maximal. 

Finally, let us look at the other case, where one of the equations in (2.11) is of 

the form 1 = q3 with j E J2. Since the sum of the coefficients in front of q3 equals 

2 there must be another equation with the term q3. Either, it also takes the form 

1 = q3 or the form t = q3 + Q where t > 1 is an integer and Q stands for terms 

with q', j' E J2 \-(j}. Let us first examine the second case. Assume that it comes 

from (2.11) with UkiUki_1 where the codimension of Uk3_1 in Uk; is t. Since the 

coefficient multiplying qi is 1 we get that there are t - 1 independent vectors in 

the intersection of ker Bi /Uk, _1 and Uk2 /Uk, _1. Let U denote the vector sum of 
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the span of these and Uki_1. By testing (2.1) on U and subtracting (2.1) on Uk3-1 

which we know gives an equality we get that t - 1 < Q' where Q' denotes the 

contribution to this sum from terms q3,, j' E J2 \ 01. Now we get the chain of 

inequalities 

t= 1 +(t- 1) <q, +Q' < q3 +Q =t 
and so we must have equality all the way and in particular this shows that we 

may add U to the flag which gives equalities and assume that both equalities 

involving q3 take the form 1 = 
For the purpose of determining the vector (q3) uniquely these two identical 

equations do the same as the single equation 2 = 2q3. We can therefore merge 

them and remove one space Uk from the flag U. This shows that we may assume 

that the only equation involving this q3 has the form 2 = 2q3 and this we had 

already analysed above. 

All in all we have proved the following. 

Theorem 2.12 (Mixed rank 1 and 2). Let Bi for j E J1 be rank 1 linear 

transformations from H and let B, for j E J2 be rank 2 linear transformations. 

Then (q3) is a vertex of S if and only if the following holds 

1. qi=1 for all jEJi; 

2. the set J2 can be divided into two sets J2,1 and J2,2 such that 

qi =2 for all i E J2,1 and 

qi =1 for all j E J2,2 and 

3. the indices in J2,1 can be split into classes such that the equations for each 

class take the form (2.14) and the number of indices in each class is odd. 

4. There exists a maximal flag U1 Un in H and numbers 0 < s1 < 

s2 < n such that 

dim B;US, = 2 for all j E J2,1 but US, C ker B; for all j E J2,2 and 

jEJ1i and 

dim Bi US2 = 2 for all j E J2,2 but Use C ker Bi for all j E J1. 

Remark 2.13. From the proof of the theorem it is clear that we may rearrange the 

flag so that the equations for q3 with j E J2,2 n J1 come in any order. However, 

this is not the case for USI. In fact there might be only one way of choosing this 

maximal flag for U51. An example of such a configuration is with dim H = 5 

and B, for j = 1, ... , 5 are the rank two projections onto (e1, e2 + e3), (el, e4), 
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(e2 + el, e4 + e3), (e2, e5) and (e3i e5 + e4) respectively, where {ei }Z_1,...,5 is a 

orthonormal basis for H and the angled brackets denote the span of the relevant 

vectors. Then the only maximal flag for which we have equality is 

(es) C (e4, e5) C (e3, e4, e5) C (e2, e3, e4, e5) C e2, e3, e4, es). 

Remark 2.14. In the cases we have looked at, all of the vertices have had associated 

with them flags of maximal length. However, this is not the case in general as 

can be seen from the following example. We take H of dimension 8 with an 

orthonormal basis (e,)i= 1,..,,8. For j = 1, ... 4 we take to be the orthogonal 
projections onto the spaces (ei, e2, e5), (e2, e4, e7), (e1 +e2, e6, e8) and (e3 +e4, e5+ 

e6, e7 + e8) respectively. Then we have the flag 

(el, e2) C (e1, e2, e3, e4) c (e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6) C (e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, es) 

for which (2.11) becomes 

p1 + p2 + p3 = 2 

p1+p2+p4=2 
p1 + P3 + p4 = 2 

p2+p3+p4=2 

which has the solution pi = p2 = p3 = p4 = s . 
It is straightforward to confirm 

that the inequality (2.1) is satisfied for any subspace V of H as from Lemma 2.10 

we know that we need only to check it for subspaces which can be placed into 

the flag. However, no linear combination of the p3 with non -negative integer 

coefficients can equal 1 so there can be no one -dimensional subspace of H which 

has equality in (2.1). 

Remark 2.15. If all the maps B3 have rank k then (2.2) gives that 

pi = n/k (2.15) 
3 

and we can rewrite (2.1) as 

dim V < 

which says 

pi dim(BiV pi (dim V - dim (ker Bi n V)) 

E pi dim(ker Bi fl v) < n k dim V. (2.16) 

3 

We can carry out the analysis of this section with the conditions (2.3), (2.15) and 

(2.16) and in particular we can recover a theorem similar to Theorem 2.12 for the 

case when all B3 have rank n - 2. 
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2.3 The facets of S 

We begin this section with a proof of Theorem 2.7. 

Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows immediately from [7] as they are a 

subset of the necessary conditions established there. 
To show that the conditions are sufficient we use induction on n + m, where 

n = dim H and m is the degree of multilinearity of the form. For the base case 

we consider m = 1. Then testing (2.1) on ker B1 gives that dim ker B1 = 0 

so B1 is surjective and then the scaling condition gives dim H1 = dim H and 

pi = 1. We see then the inequality evidently holds with equality if we take 

C(Bi,pi) = (detBi) 1. 

For the inductive step we take a datum ((B3), (p;)) and assume that the result 

holds for each datum for which the quantity m + n is smaller. 

As before, the conditions (2.2), (2.3) along with (2.1) for V E £(B3) define a 

bounded convex polyhedron in llen and by multilinear interpolation, to show that 
the result holds everywhere in this polyhedron is is enough to establish it at each 

vertex of it. As we have already dealt with the case m = 1 we may assume in > 2 

and then we get that at a vertex more than one of the linear inequalities defining 

the polyhedron must be satisfied with equality. 

There are now two cases. Either we have pio = 0 for some jo or there is a 

space U E £(Bi) \ { {0 }, H} such that 

dim U = pi dim(BiU). (2.17) 

In the first case we see that we may write the Brascamp -Lieb inequality without 

referring to jo and the result thus follows from the induction hypothesis since the 

degree of multilinearity has been reduced. 

In the second case we can factor the Brascamp -Lieb form in the following 

way: Define 

B:U-3BiU:x Bix 

Bi :U1-4(BjUY-:x1-+IIpiU)LBJx 

r,:U1---+BiU:xHIIBiUBix 

where n(B; u)1 and 1-1/33u denote the orthogonal projections onto the relevant 
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spaces. Then we can calculate 

m 

ei 7 

3-1 

) clot= f JL U i=i 
m Pi 

CA)) < C), (pi)) f H f fi(ÿ + BA dÿ dx 
UL i=1 BiU 

m Pi 

= C((Bi), (pi)) f 
(Liu 

+ rix + Bix) dÿ 

= C(Bi (pf 1-1(f + Bd 
Pi 

d 
l j=i Bit/ 

< CA), (pi))C((Bi), (pi)) 

fi ) d di 
i=1 

(LL( + 
i U 

m Pi 

= C((Bi), (pi))C((Bi), (pi))11 fi(y) dy . 

7 
H 

Here we have used for the first inequality that for almost any x E U-L the tuple 

(fi ( + Bix)) consists of non -negative integrable functions defined on BiU and we 

can therefore use the Brascamp -Lieb inequality for the datum ((Bi ), (pi)) . For 

the next equality we use the definitions of ri and Bi and for the one below that we 

use the translation invariance of the inner integral and the fact that rix E BiU 

for any x E U1. For the second inequality we use the fact that for any j the inner 

integral defines a non -negative function of Bix with domain (BiU)- and we can 

therefore use the Brascamp -Lieb inequality for the datum ((Bi), (pi)). 
Since we can perform this calculation for any tuple of non -negative integrable 

functions (fi) defined on Hi, we have established the inequality 

C((Bi), (pi)) < C((Bi), (pi))C((Bi), (pi)). (2.18) 

In particular this shows that if both C((Bi), (pi)) and C((Bi), (pi)) are finite then 

C((Bi), (pi)) is finite. Since dim U < dim H and dim U1 < H we may use the 

induction hypothesis to establish that this is the case. The positivity condition 

(2.3) clearly holds since the tuple (pi) is inherited unchanged from the original 

datum. The scaling condition (2.2) for B holds by the assumption that U is 

critical and by subtracting that condition from the scaling condition for H we see 

that (2.2) holds for A. 
So the only conditions that remain to be checked are (2.1) for any space in 

G(Bi) and Goi). First of all, we note that the first of these sets is a subset of G(Bi) 
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To see this we note that it is enough to show that the building blocks of GA), 
the sets ker B, lie in L (Bi ). Since = Bi 

I 
v we get that ker = ker B, fl U and 

the inclusion follows as both the sets on the right hand side are elements of GAB;. 

Now, for any W E GA) we have that W C U and therefore dim B,W = dim B,W. 
Therefore, the inequality 

dim W < pi dim . W 

is in the list in inequalities coming from GA). 
Secondly, we study Goi). Let us take an element W from this set. Our aim 

is to establish that the inequality 

dim W < E p i dim B,W 
7 

is in the list from G(BB). Since U is critical and the elements in the pairs U, W 

and B,U, B;W are orthogonal to each other we see that we may equivalently 
establish the inequality 

dim(TiT + U) < > pi dim(. W + BBU). (2.19) 

We note that the sets B,W +B,U and Bi (W +U) are the same. To see this take an 

element x from the former set. Then x has the form II(B;u) Biy +Biz with y E W 

and z E U. Now there is an element y' E U such that II(B, u)i B; y = Bi y 

Then x = B, (y + (y' + z)) with y E W and y' + z E U. For the other direction we 

take x E Bj (W + U). Then we can write x = Bi (y + z) with y E W and z E U. 

We take y' as before and then x = + Bi (z - y') with y E W and z - y' E U. 

Therefore, it is enough to show that W + U E L(135). To establish this we 

note first of all that if VV = ker Bi then W + U = ker + U. To see this take 
x E W. This means by definition that Box E B;U so x E ker B, + U. On the 
other hand, if we take x E ker Bi and write _x = y + z with y E U and z E Ul 
then Biz = Box -Bey=- BiyEBiUsoBjz =0sozE ker iii. We also note 

that for any W1, W2 E 
G(B.) 

we have that (W' + U) n (W2 + U) = (W1 fl W2) + U 

and (W, + U) + (W2 + U) = (W, + W2) + U. The first of those follows from the 
fact that both W1 and W2 lie in Ul and the second is self -evident. Is is now clear 

that by using induction on the number of operations needed to get to W that we 

can show that W + U E G(B1) and we thus complete the proof of the theorem. 

By examining the above proof we can give a procedure which tells us when 

we have found all the conditions included in (2.1). 
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We start by looking for necessary conditions by going through an enumeration 
of the elements of £(Bi) and we decide (arbitrarily) to pause when we have found 

the necessary conditions (2.1) for V E V where V C £(Bj). At this stage we 

wish to determine whether we have found all the necessary conditions for the 

Brascamp -Lieb inequality to hold. The conditions (2.1) for V E V, together 

with the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) restrict the set of tuples (pi) for which the 

Brascamp -Lieb inequality holds to a polyhedron S(BS) and we wish to determine 

whether S(B3) = SA) where SA) is the Brascamp -Lieb polyhedron for (Bi). 
This will be the case if and only if each vertex of S(BB) is in S(B5). There exists an 

algorithm which lists all of the vertices of S(Bi) . For each vertex (qi) in this list we 

know that m of the conditions (2.1) for V E V, (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied with 

equality. If none of these equalities comes from (2.1) then the support of (q;) can 

only contain one element quo and we know from above that the Brascamp -Lieb 

inequality holds at this vertex if and only if quo = 1 and ker Boo = {0 }. Otherwise 

there is a space U E V which lies strictly between {0} and H such that (2.1) holds 

with equality for U. By the proof above we see that the Brascamp -Lieb inequality 

holds at (q;) if and only if it holds for the data ((Ei), (qi)) and A), (q,)), that 
is if (qi) E S(BS) and (qi) E SA). 

To determine whether this is the case we run through the above algorithm 

for both SA ) and Scs. . This recursion can only have n levels of depth and will 

therefore be completed in a finite number of steps and when it is completed we 

know whether (qi) is in SA) in which case we move on to the next vertex, or 

whether (q;) is not in S(B, in which case we break the pause and continue looking 

for necessary conditions in the list of £(BB) until we decide again (arbitrarily) to 

pause and check whether we have now found all of the necessary conditions. 
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Chapter 3 

The Brascamp -Lieb inequality on 
finite fields 

In this short chapter we state and prove an analogue of the Brascamp -Lieb in- 

equality for finite fields. The proof is based on the induction argument in [6] and 

has therefore many similarities to the argument in Section 2.3. 

To set up the problem we let IF be a finite field, m, n and n3 be integers and 

p3 be non -negative numbers for j = 1, ... m. Also, let Bi be linear transforma- 
tions between the vector spaces 1I and 1F' . The question we pose is: What are 

necessary and sufficient conditions on this input so that 

r 
m m r 

(Bix) dx < C (ffi (x) dx)p, (3.1) 
3=1 

holds for all non -negative valued functions h on Fai , with a constant C indepen- 

dent of h and 11F1, the cardinality of IF? We take as measure the counting measure 

on IF", so that 

1 f(x)dx = f(x) 
xE1Fn 

Example 3.1. In the Euclidean case, a basic example which yields restrictions on 

the input data is to take a subspace V of R7 and letting h be a centred gaussian 

adapted to V. By this we mean that the set f((, oo)) (say) is the coin -shaped 

neighbourhood in of the unit disk in V. The analogue of this in the finite field 

case is to take V a subspace of 11'" and simply define 

Mx) = XBjv(x) = 
ifxEBiV, 
if x B.3V. 

We see then that f 1 fPj (Bix) = 1 for all x E V, so plugging into (3.1) we get 

IFI dim V< G 
j"i__1 pi dim(BjV) 
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and we need this to hold independently of F so we get the condition 
m 

dim V < > pj dim(BjV) (3.2) 
j =1 

for all subspaces V of 1N ". Furthermore, the particular case V = {0} gives that 
C > 1. 

This is in fact the only condition that needs to be satisfied for (3.1) to hold 

with a constant independent of IFS. The theorem can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 3.2. Let IF, n, m, ni, pi and Bi be as before and assume that 

pj>0 

dim V < 

Then 

=1 

pi dim(BjV) 

for all j = 1, ... , m and (3.3) 

for all subspaces V of r (3.4) 

f 
m m P 

J fi f P' (Bx) dx < C fi (fri f(x)dx) (3.5) 
j=1 9 

holds with the constant C = 1 and this constant is the best possible. Conversely, if 

this equation holds with any constant C, independent of F, then conditions (3.3) 

and (3.4) must be satisfied. 

Proof. We have already noted the example that establishes the latter claim. 

For the other part we use induction on n + m. For the base case we assume 

m = 1. By testing (3.4) on ker B1 we get that B1 must be surjective. Then 

testing (3.4) on Ir we get that pi > 1 so the result we want to prove is contained 

in the inequality 
f 

J 
f P (x) dx < f f (x) dx 

\ 
J 

P 

(3.6) 
l 

which holds for all non -negative functions f and is just expressing the embedding 

of IP in e for p > 1. 

For the inductive step in the proof of the theorem we consider four cases: 

1. pja = 0 for some jo. 

If f jo is identically 0 then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise 

Jr m 

L 
m 

fP' (Bjx) dx = f p' (Biz) dx 
j=1 j=1 

and 

f 
oi fi(x)dx/P, = H (f"i fi(x)dx)Pi 

so the result follows from the induction hypothesis. 
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2. dim U = > pj dim(BiU) for some proper subspace U of P where by a 
j =1 

proper subspace we mean that U { {0 }, lFn }. 

Let us say that r = dim U and take a basis {ul, ... , u,.} for U. By Steiner's 
theorem we can extend this to a basis {u1, ... , un} for P. We denote by 

U the subspace of r spanned by u,. +1, . . . , un. Then we can write the left 

hand side of (3.5) as 

fnf p' (Bjx) dx = ffflfri(.2+B.)d2d 
n j=1 j=1 

where x = 2+ x with x E V and x E U and Bj : U -4 BjU is the restriction 
of Bj. From condition (3.4) we then get that 

dim V < E pi dim(BjV) 
j=1 

for any subspace V of U and we can apply the Brascamp -Lieb inequality to 

the tuple (fj( + Bjx)) with the datum ((h- i), (pj)) which we know to hold 

by the induction hypothesis. This allows us to estimate the right hand side 

of the previous expression by 

m P¡ 

fj(ÿ + Bjx) dÿ dx (3.7) L(fBU 7 

For each - E U we can write Bjx = + rjx where Bjx E B,U and 

rj E Bit/ where BTU is a complementary subspace to BjU in H. Thus 

by making a translation in the 2 variable we see that we can write the inner 
integrals in the previous expression as 

fj (ÿ + Bj2) d 
B; 

Similarly to the previous chapter we can show that condition (3.4) holds 

for the datum ((B,), (pj)) since it holds for ((Bi), (pj)) and there is equality 

in the condition for U. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we can 

estimate the quantity in (3.7) by 

m Pj m Pi 

II (ffBU + ) dd = 
(fBF 

f(y) dy 
7 =1 i 

and this is the estimate we required. 
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m 

3. n = 
m 

pj dim(B31Fn), but dim V < > pj dim(BjV) for all proper sub - 
j=1 j =1 

spaces V of 1N'° and pj > 0 for all j. 

We have already dealt with the possibility m = 1 in the base case so we may 

assume m > 2. Then we note that the conditions we are studying require 

the vector p = (pi, ... , pL) to lie in an open subset P of the hyperplane in 

Il8m defined by n = 1 pj dim(B3114"). In particular, if we let 

131,t = p1 + t dim(B2IFn ) 

132,t = pl - t dim (B1Fn ) 

and 

then pt = (p1,t, p2,t, pa, ... , pm) lie in this same hyperplane for all t E IR and 

by the openness of P we see that there exists a t > 0 such that pt E P. 

However, the set of such is is bounded above by dim(B11Fn) so by the least 

upper bound axiom and the openness of P there is a t+ > 0 such that 
Pt E P for all 0 < t < t+ but pt+ i% P. In fact we must either have p2,t+ = 
or dim V = E 1 

pj dim(B3V) for some subspace V of Fn. Then we can use 

the arguments from either case 1 or 2 to establish that (3.5) holds for pt +. 

The same argument gives that there exists a t- < 0 such that (3.5) holds 

for pt- and then we can use interpolation to see that (3.5) holds at p. 

m 

4. We have pj > 0 for all j and dim V < pi dim(BjV) for all subspaces V 
j =1 

of Fn, including 1N'° itself. 

In a similar manner as in step 3 we can find a real number qi such that 

p1 > qi > 0 and such that the hypothesis for this case continues to hold 

with pi replaced by any number strictly between pi and qi but fails with pi 
replaced by any number smaller than q1. Again by an openness argument 

we see that at least one of the inequalities (3.3) or (3.4) becomes an equality 

with pi replaced by qi. Now, one of the previous three cases gives (3.5) with 

q1 instead of pi and then we can do the following calculation: 

Hm f ? 
f ' (Bjx) dx = (.fi 1)9i (Blx) 11 f ' (Bjx) dx 

j=1 n j=2 
m 

Ç\I fig' 
(B1x) dxJ Cf ri f' (B'x) 

dx l 

r, 

9-2 
m 

L 
\Pj 

< fj(Bjx) dx I 

\ 

where we have used (3.6) in the last step. 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2 by induction. 

Example 3.1 suggests functions which play the role that gaussians play in the 
Euclidean case, namely characteristic functions of subspaces of IF. We can make 

this analogy stronger and prove a version of Lieb's theorem for finite fields. (This 
proof was done in close collaboration with Tony Carbery.) 

We approach this theorem via a convolution inequality going back to Ball. 

Fix (Bi) and (pi) and let O denote best constant for (3.1) and C(f3) denote the 
constant which the tuple (f3) attains. Then 

c(fj)c(fj) + J fjJp 1 fj 
j=1 

yn vn 

fHfp,(Bjy)dyJ fP'(Bjx)dx 
7-1 7-1 

m 

ff H (B.7y)fjP3 (Bjx 
7=1 

- Bo) dydx 

P, 

Y) dy I dx 

P3 

< c 
f( 

t f fJ(y)fj(B7x - 
j=1 \ 

yn, 

= C f H(fj * f)P (Bjx) dx 
=1 

r. 

=CiCi(fj* f)1-1f f*fj j-1 

where we have used (3.1) on (fj() fi(Bjx - )) for the inequality. By cancelling 

the integrals which is in order provided that none of f j's and ft's is identically 
zero we get that 

C(f3) C(fj) C(fj * f;) 
(3.8) 

C C C 
In particular we note that if (f3) and (fi) are optimisers for (3.1) then so is 

(fj * f ). 
Now, inequality (3.1) is exhausted by tuples (f3) such that f f j = 1 for all j. 

These tuples form a compact set and the existence of an optimiser (fi) of this 

form is therefore guaranteed. Now let f lv) denote the v -fold convolution of fj 
with itself. Then by (3.8) we have that e)) is also an optimiser and we note 

that f '1 = 1 for all j and v. Let Vj be the smallest subspace of Imo' for which 

there exists an xoj E 713 such that V + x0 contains the support of fi. 
We now introduce the Fourier transform of f j as follows. Let w : lF -* Si be 

a character on IF. Then for E Pi* we let 

fi(e) = f fi(x)w(x) 
dx 

where as usual x denotes the action of the linear map on x. Now let {v1, ... , vk 

be a basis for V and extend it to a basis {v1i ... , vni } for 1N'"ß and let {vi, ... , v, } 
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be the dual basis for 1F"3*. Then for any e in V *, the span of {v¡. +1, ... , vñ. }, we 

have that 

= ffJ lx)W (x) dx = W lexOj ) f fÍ lx + x07 )-` (x) dx 
j +2pj j 

= W(ex03) J 
fi(x) dx -w(xoj) 

so in particular () 1 = 1. 

On the other hand we have that I fi (e) < 1 for all e E 1N'' ti* and if I fi(e)1 = 1 

for some e then ex = ex' for any x and x' such that x + x03 and x' + x03 are in 

the support of L. Let us see that this guarantees that ex = 0 for any x E V3. If 

this is not the case, there exists a proper subspace U of V; such that ex 0 0 for 

any x E V \ U. Without loss of generality, we may assume that U is spanned by 

{v2i ... , vk, }. Let x2 be the coefficient of v2 in the representation of x. If x1 is the 

same for all x E supp f3 then the support of is contained in a translation of 

U, contrary to the assumption that V is the smallest space with that property. 

Therefore, there exist x, x' E V such that x1 0 xi and such that x + x0i and 

x' + x03 are in the support of f;. Then, by what we said above, we get that 
e(x - x') = 0 whereas x - x' ¢ U. This contradicts the definition of U so ex = 0 

for any x E V3 and therefore e E V. 
We have that (fi * f) ̂ (e) = Ii(e)P(e) so if we let 13 = e) with v = IFI then 

we see that f O = 1 for all e E V3* and f < 1 for all e V *. From this we see 

that f (0 tends to xV. the characteristic function of V *, as v tends to infinity. It 

is a simple calculation to verify that Xv., = xvj and this shows that fL tends to 

xvj as v tends to infinity. 

We have thus proved the following. 

Theorem 3.3 (Lieb's theorem for finite fields). Let a Brascamp -Lieb datum 

((Bi), (pi)) be given. Then there exists an extremiser (fi) for (3.1) such that h 
is a characteristic function of a subspace of IFnj 

We remark that this theorem holds independently of the subspace condition 

(3.4), so it holds whether or not the best constant in (3.1) depends on the cardi- 

nality of the underlying field. 
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Chapter 4 

Heat flow and optimisers for 
Brascamp -Lielo inequalities 

4.1 Monotonicity properties 

In this chapter we discuss the heat flow methods that have been developed to de- 

rive monotonicity formulas for quantities related to the Brascamp -Lieb inequality. 

We present a formula for the monotonicity of heat flow for the general Brascamp- 
Lieb problem and use it to give the form of the optimisers for any Brascamp -Lieb 

datum. 
To set the problem up, let fi be non -negative integrable functions on H for 

j = 1, ... , m. Let fi (x, t) for t > 0 be the solution to the initial value problem 

Mx, 0) = Mx) 

áfj (x, t) _ t>0 
(4.1) 

where DAB fi = div(AjVfj) and Ai is a positive definite linear transformation on 

H. 

Let us define the product 

m 

F(x, t) _ fp' (x, t). 
j=1 

Our aim is to discuss monotonicity properties of f F, that is, under what circum- 

stances we can say that 

a fF(xt)dx > 0. 

From the definitions we see that 
m 

DA fi 
m 

div(vj fi) J 

at F 
FE pj 

h F i=i Pi f 
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where v - A °f' log so if we let h = lo then v = -A h 
7 

. We calculate further J 
7 f - 

Note that 

atF=Fpj (div(v) +(v)) =I+II. 
fj 

f "=1 
m 

j =1 

In the literature concerning this problem on Rn and Sri there have been several 

ideas put forward on how to proceed from this point. In [7] the authors proceed 

on Rn by using the log- concavity of the heat kernel. Another approach which 

appears in [16] is to use integration by parts for I and write 

pj(Vhj, AjVhj) 

f'=f 
m 

j=1 

»VF 
m m m 

p' 
(f div(Fv) - , vi)) _ - f F(E pjA7 hj,, pjAjOhj) 

j=1 j'=1 

pi div(vj) = 
m 

fF div(vj) 

j=1 

where we have used the divergence theorem to eliminate the first term in the next 

to last expression. This is justified for any t > 0 since H is boundaryless and the 

integrand has enough smoothness. 

Let us now assume f(x) = f j (Bjx) where 13 is a positive integrable function 

on Hj and Bj : H -4 Hj is a linear surjective map such that BjB; = idH3 . This 

assumption entails that Bj acts as the orthogonal projection from H onto the 

orthogonal complement of ker B. When it is convenient we will use this. Then 

we have in particular that Hj C H. (We note that this condition on Bj does not 

restrict the applicability of the results as any surjective linear map H -* Hi can 

be written as a composition of such a Bj and an invertible linear map from Hi 

to itself.) 

With these assumptions let us show that 

f j (x, t) = 
d et A2 (x-y,Aj(x-y)) 

e 4t fj (Ba y) dy 
H (47rt) 2 

is a solution to (4.1). It is a straightforward calculation which shows that the 

relationship between the derivatives holds so the only thing we need to check 

is that f j (x, 0) = f j (x). Since we may assume that we have the decomposition 

H = Hj e H 31 we can write f j (x, t) as 

fH 

d et A? 1((BX_Y2) 
(B_y2 H 1 (47ít) 2 

exp 
4t ' `9j ) > I fj (1) dyz dyl 

1 
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where B± denotes the projection onto the orthogonal complement of Hi. In the 
inner integral we make the change of variables y21-4 y2 - B)- x and get 

det A; 

L (L± (47r) 2 
exp 

( 4t ((BiX -Yi) , Ai (Bi Y1))) dy2 fj (y1) dy1. (4.2) 
J 

Let us write Ai in blocks corresponding to the decomposition of H as Hi ®H3 

Al 112i Aj = A2 A3, 

Then the inner product in the exponent above can be written as 

so 

(Alj (Bjx - ya), Bix - ya) - 2(Bix - A202) + (y2, A3jy2) 

_ ((Ali - A29A3j1A2j)(BJx - Bjx - Yi) 
1 

+0402 - A3-i2 3j2A(Bjx - yl),A302 - A3j2A2j(Bjx - y1 )i 

and if we now carry out the y2 integration in (4.2) we get 

det A ? 
7 -át(A.i(Bix-yl),Bix-y1) fj(yl)dy1 

ffij (47t) z e (4.3) 

where we have written Ai = A1j - A2jA3j14 and used that det Ai det A3j = 
det Ai. 

Let us call the quantity within the parentheses KK,t(Bjx - yl). Then the 
whole integral is (KK,t * fj)(Bjx). Now we note that Kj,t is an approximation to 

the identity on Hi and fj is integrable so we see that limt,o(KK,t * fj)(Bjx) = 
f j (Bj x) = f j (x). This confirms that f j (x, t) is a solution to (4.1). Furthermore, 

we see that f j (x, t) depends only on Bjx so we can write f j (x, t) as f j (Bjx, t). 

We will now calculate the limit of f F(x, t) dx as t tends to infinity. We have 

that 

LHf:1(x,t) 
/ 

dx = J n f pi (t, t)t z dw 
j -1 H j =1 

= 
H 

fJ(Lf(tw,t))" , dw 
9 
=1 

where we have made the change of variables x = t2w and used the necessary 

condition (1.20). From (4.3) we see that we can write the quantity within the 

parentheses as 

_1 

detA? ä B z-t- B w-t- 7 -á( 9 yl)+ i yl) 
e fj (yl) dy1 

Hi (4R) 2 
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Thus by dominated convergence which is applicable as flj ker Bj = {0} since the 

datum is gaussian extremisable we get that 

Ern 

r m rn f Pi 

llfp(x,t)dx=J LP'(x)dx f 
H 3=1 H j=1 j=1 

where 
detA3? _4(9jBjw,Bjw) L (x) = e 
(47r) 2 

We thus conclude that 

1 Pj / m jI . det .4 j z m 

Um 
J 

f p' (x, t) dx = f j 
t->oo H j=1 det Ej 1JjBj AjBj 

j=1 Hi 

(4.4) 

In what follows we shall fix a time t > 0 and mostly not write it explicitly in 

the equations. We get that 

Ohj (x) = (fO B 
a)xx) (Duj(Bjz)ß 

B x 
x = (Dki (Bix)Bix)* 

(fJ i)( ) fJ( J ) 

where kj = log j,. We will sometimes place the point at which a derivative is eval- 

uated in a subscript; with this notation the last expression becomes ((DBjxkj)Bjx) *. 

We have that 

where 

at 
f F(x, t) dx = f F(x, t)F(x, t) dx 

m 

E(x) =Epj(((DBjxkj)Bj)*,Aj((DBjxkj)Bj)*) 
.1=1 

m m 

- (Epj'((DBjxkj)Bj)*,EpjAj((DBixkj)Bj)*) 
j=1 

and from this we see that we would like to choose Ai so that this quantity is 

non -negative because this would make the integrand F8 pointwise non -negative. 

We will be able to take all of the Ai's to be the same and we will write (v, Ajw) = 
v *Rw. 

The quantity above becomes 

m m m 

E pi(DBixki)BiRBB (DBjxkj)* -E (DBjxkj,)Bj,RB; (DB;xkj) *. (4.5) 
j =1 j =1 j' =1 

To get a handle on this we follow [16] but for the most part we choose to 

express the method in terms of the quantities that are introduced in [7]. 
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So, let us assume that the Brascamp -Lieb datum ((B5), (pi)) is gaussian ex- 

tremisable. We take a gaussian extremiser (Si) and recall from [71 that for each 

j, Si is an nj x ni symmetric positive definite linear transformation such that 
(Si) is a solution to 

M = E pjB; Sj Bj 
j=1 

Sj1=BjM-1B; m. 

If we define Sj := ppS5 we can write this set of equations as 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

M = E(S1 Bj)*(Sj2Bj) (4.8) 
j=1 

pjI (SzBj)M-1(Sj Bi)* j = 1, . . . , m (4.9) 

where I is the identity transformation (on Hj). We note that M = T *T where 

T= 

_ -- - SiB1 

- -- S2 mBm -- -/ 
Define m := Er= 1 nj. Let Ej be such that EjT = S; Bj, that is Ej is the nj x m 

matrix so that the operator T EjT reads off the relevant nj lines of T. If we let 

P := TM -1T* then we can interpret the second equation for j = 1 as saying that 
the nl x n1 submatrix in the top left corner of P is pi times the identity matrix. 

We can then make a similar statement for all the j's. Finally, we remark that the 

definition of P in terms of T shows that P is a projection transformation. 

If we now take R = M -1 and use these definitions we can write (4.5) as 

j=1 

* 
(DB,xkj)S BjM-1B;Sj zS z 

(DBiikj)* 

m m -E E 2 SPBj'M-1B;S.j2Sj 2(DBjxkj)*. 
j=1 j'=1 

We use (4.9) on the first term and the definition of P on the second to write this 

expression as 

m 

njxkj)S zEjIE; S; 2 (DBjxkj)* 
5=1 

m m 
z * *- i -E ( pjpj'DBj,xkj)Sj, EjiPEj Sj (DBjxkj) * 

5=1 j'=1 
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where I is the identity matrix of dimension m. Since EEIEI, = 0 if j j' we can 
write this more compactly as 

E = K(x)(I - P)K*(x). (4.10) 

Here K(x) is the 1 x m, matrix given by 

K(x) (pi (DB,xki):51 2 ... vpm(DB,nxkm)Sm2) . 

Since P is a projection transformation it is clear that E > 0 and we have therefore 
shown that 

a fF(x,t)dz 
át 

> 0 (4.11) 

for all t > 0. 

We have thus established that f F(x, ti) < f F(x, t2) for any 0 < t1 < t2. We 

know from the discussion above that 
m 

t -40 11 F(x, t) = fP' (B 
3 
x) 

j=1 

so by Fatou's lemma we get that 

(Biz) dx = 
J 

F(x, 0) dx < F(x, t) dx 
H j=1 H H 

for all t > 0. 

By comparing the limits as t tends to zero and infinity we thus arrive at the 
inequality 

r m rj det Ap' z m Pi Jflf p, (B x) dx f 
det Ei pjBAjBj 1=11 JH ) 

4.2 Determination of optimisers 

(4.12) 

Let us now use this set -up to determine all optimisers for the Brascamp -Lieb 
inequality. This is a problem that has been settled in the rank one case in [3] 

and [16]. In [7] an analysis of the general case is started but they "cannot fully 

generalise [...] to the higher rank case ". 

In the first instance we shall assume that we are working with a geometric 

datum but it is straightforward to pass from that case to the general one and we 

shall do so in Theorem 4.8 at the end of this section. 

By the condition imposed on Bj we may assume that Hj, the image of Bj, 
is a subspace of H and that Bi is the orthogonal projection from H onto H. 
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Also, we will take 13 to be the orthogonal projection from H onto H± the 

orthogonal complement of Hi. We recall from [7] and the Introduction that a 

pair of subspaces (V, W) of H is said to be a critical pair if neither V nor W is H, 
if they are complementary in the sense that V n W = {0} and V + W = H and 

if the pair (Bit', B,W) is complementary in Hi for each j. Then it is a theorem 

from [7] that both U and W are critical in the sense that there is equality in (2.1) 

for them. Furthermore, if the datum is geometric then we may take V and W 

to be orthogonal complements. We can repeat this splitting until we arrive at a 

maximal critical decomposition where we write H as a sum of pairwise orthogonal 

spaces, each of which is critical and has no critical subspace. 

We now make the following definition: 

Definition 4.1. A subspace H of H will be said to be independent with respect 

to the geometric datum ((B3), (p3)) if it is not {0} and has the form 

nH 
7 =1 

where for each j, HI is either Hi or H±. 

Clearly there are at most 2m independent subspaces for any datum and any 

two distinct independent subspaces are orthogonal to one another. The following 

is then a sensible definition. 

Definition 4.2. The independent decomposition of H is the decomposition 

ko 

H= H1 ®H2= IÌk)I2 
k =1 

where {Hk l k = 1, ... , ko} is an enumeration of the independent subspaces of H 

and H2 is the orthogonal complement of H1. 

The following lemma establishes the relationship between the concepts of crit- 

icality and independence. 

Lemma 4.3. Let H be an independent subspace of H and V be a critical one. 

Then 

1. H is also critical and 

2. V can be decomposed as the direct sum V = (V n H) ® (V n H1) and these 

two spaces are critical if they are not {0 }. 
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Proof. We prove the first part by showing that (H, H-'-) is a critical pair. For 

any Bj there are two possibilities, either H C Hj or H C H . If H C Hj then 

we can write H1 as the orthogonal sum of H and H± where H is the orthogonal 

complement of H in H. Now, BjH = H and Bjf1 = Bj(H ® ) = H and 

these spaces are complementary. 

In the other case, when H C H± then Hj C H1 so again we have that 
BjH = {0} and BjH1 are complementary. This completes the proof of the first 

part of the lemma. 

To see the second part, let us first show that we get the decomposition 

V= (VnHj)e(VnH±). (4.13) 

This follows from the fact from [7] that since the datum is geometric then (V, V1) 

is a critical pair. Also from there [the proof of Lemma 7.12] we have that 

trH(BjPv) = dim(BjV) 

where Pv is the orthogonal projection onto V and since BjPv is a contraction 

we get that there are independent vectors {vj l = 1, ... , dim(BjV) } such that 

Bj Pvvl _ 
I Pvvt I l 

= The latter of these equalities says that y1 E V and 

then the former says that y1 E H. Now for any vector v E V which is orthogonal 

to each y1 we must have that BjPvv is the zero vector so PO) = v is in H3-L. This 

proves that the decomposition (4.13) holds. 

Let us now assume that H = niHT and show that 

772 

V=(Vn fi) ® E(VnH31) 
j=1 

We see immediately that the space on the right hand side is a subspace of V and 

that each constituent of the sum is orthogonal to H so the sum is a subspace of 

V n H1. What is left to show is that the right hand side contains the whole of V. 

So, take a vector u E V which is orthogonal to each term in the sum on the right. 

It therefore lies in the orthogonal complement of V n H'; 1 for each j. But from 

(4.13) we then get that it is in V n H; for each j and thus in nj (V n H;) which 

equals V n H. To complete the proof of the lemma we note that the criticality 

of V n H follows directly from Lemma 2.9. Then (V n H)1 is critical since the 

orthogonal complement of a critical space is critical in the geometric set -up and 

so again by Lemma 2.9 we get that V n H1 = (V n H)1 n V is critical. 

Remark 4.4. This lemma shows that the independent decomposition of H is also 

a critical decomposition and that any maximal critical decomposition of H is a 

refinement of the independent one. 
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We also note that a maximal critical decomposition is not unique. For example 

for Hölder's inequality, we can take any orthogonal basis {u1i ... , un} of H and 

H = e(ui) is a maximal critical decomposition. The independent decomposition 
here is simply H. 

However, some parts of the decomposition are shared between any maximal 

critical decomposition. For example, in the Loomis -Whitney type situation when 

we let {ei i = 1, ... , 6} be an orthogonal basis for H and Bj for j = 1, 2, 3 be the 
projection onto the span of e2j_1 and e23 then any maximal critical decomposition 
is a refinement of the decomposition 

H = (el, e2) ® (e3, e4) ® (e5, es) 

and this decomposition is the independent decomposition of H. 
Furthermore, even H2 need not have a unique maximal critical decomposition. 

As an example take the case when {edi = 1, ... , 4} is a orthogonal basis for H 
and Bj for j = 1, 2, 3 are the orthogonal projections onto (el, e3), (e2, e3) and 

(e1 + e2, e3 + e4) respectively. Then H2 = H and 

H = (el, e2) ® (e3, e4) = (el + e3, e2 + e4) ® (el - e3, e2 - e4) 

are two maximal critical decompositions of H. 

We have from Lemma 1.16 that since the datum we are working with is ge- 

ometric then for any critical subspace V, the orthogonal complement V1 is also 

critical. Therefore, from the decomposition (4.13) we get for any j that 

H = (VnHj)e(VnH3:1-)e(V1nHj)e(V1nH± ). (4.14) 

This shows that B; BjPV = PVB; Bj and furthermore that 

BjPV = BPV (4.15) 

With this set -up in hand we can state our main theorem as follows. 

Theorem 4.5. Let ((Bi), (p4) be a geometric Brascamp -Lieb datum as above 

and let GkHk G H2 be the independent decomposition of H. 

Assume that (fj) is an extremiser for this datum. 

Then there exist integrable functions Gk : Hk -* IR, k = 1,. .. , ko, a critical 

decomposition Hk0+1 ® ® Hk, of H2i positive constants cj for j = 1, ... ,m and 

dk for k = ko + 1, ... ,k1 and an element b from H2 such that 

ko k, 

f(x) cjJGk(Pj,kBjx) e- (d,p,kBJx,P3k(B;x +6)) (4.16) 
l k =1 l k= 1ko1 +1 

where Pj,k is the orthogonal projection from H to Hi n Hk. 

Conversely, all functions of this form are optimisers for this problem. 
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Proof. Since the datum ((Bi), (pj)) is extremisable it is a theorem from [7] that 
it is also gaussian -extremisable. Then the whole theory from the previous section 

applies and since we know that we have equality in (4.12) for gaussian optimisers 

we have for (f j) that 
8 

atfF(xt)dx = 0 

for all t > 0 where we have continued with the notation introduced in the previous 

section. Let us fix a time t > 0 and suppress the dependence of the various 

quantities on it for the time being. 

As the datum is geometric we get that M and Sj are the identity transfor- 

mations and we may assume that the image of Bj is a subspace Hj of H and 

that B; : Hj -+ H is the inclusion map. As noted above, the fact that (f j) is 

an extremiser means that the quantity (4.10) must be 0 for all t > 0 and all 

x E H. We must then have ((I - P)K *, K *). We have that (Pa, a) < (a, a) for 

all vectors a and there is equality here if and only if Pa = a, which means that 
a is in the image of P. We have that P = TT* where, since the Brascamp -Lieb 

datum is geometric, 

l- - - p;B1 - - -\ 
T= 

\ - - - - - -1 
We note that T is a linear transformation from H to ®3 H3 and P is the projection 

onto the span of the column vectors of T. Therefore we see that the quantity 

(4.10) is 0 if and only if there exists a map ß : H -> H such that 

K*(x) = Tß(x) (4.17) 

for almost every x E H. 

If we read off the rows in the above equation we find that p; 2VB,Xkjpj = 

p; Bjß(x) or 

VB,kj = Bjß(x) 

since Dk; = Vkj. Then we see that 
m m 

(4.18) 

V log F(x) = pjB; V kj (Bjx) = E pjB; Bjß(x) = ß(x) 
j =1 j =1 

where we have used the geometricity of the datum for the last equality. We note 

from this equation that ß is smooth and (4.17) must hold for all x. 

By using (4.18) we can make the following calculation: 

Dx (log F)(bj) = (V log F(x), bj) = (ß(x), bj) 

= (Biß(x),ej) = (Vki(B3x),e3) 
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for any bi = B; ei where ei E H . If we differentiate this equality with respect to 
a vector bj- = /33L *e-± where e± E H± and B± is the orthogonal projection onto 

HI we get that 
D2 (log F) (bi, bj-) = 0 

as the quantity on the far right hand side of the last chain of equalities is constant 
in the direction of This means that log F has the form log F = Glj (Bix) + 
Gj- (B± x) where G3I! and G are smooth. 

Since we can make this calculation for any j we have established the equalities 

log F = Glj (Bix) + G± (B± x) = Gl.), (Bi,x) + G. (Bj; x) (4.19) 

for all j, j'. 
In the following two lemmas we use this equality to determine the optimisers. 

Lemma 4.6. We can write 

ko 

log F = GHk (PHkx) + 
GH2 

(PH2x) (4.20) 
k=1 

where 
ko 

H = ® Hk 
k =1 

is the independent decomposition of H. 

H2 

Proof. The lemma will follow if we show that the second derivative of log F with 

respect to any pair of vectors from different components of this decomposition is 

identically zero. If the vectors come from two distinct independent subspaces, Hk 

and File say, this follows immediately as there must be a j such that Hk C H3 

and Hk, C H± or the other way around. Then from (4.19) we can write 

log F = G131(Bix) + G-± (B± x) 

and each differentiation will kill one component of the right hand side. 

For the case when one of the vectors comes from H2 we argue by contradiction. 

Let us assume that there is a vector bk in some Hk such that condition (4.19) 

does not guarantee that abkabo log F = 0 for all b0 E 1/2. Then there is a proper 

subspace U of H2 such that HI -L n H2 C U for all j, where as before H; is either 

H3 or H , such that Ilk = n,H . But then if we let U1 be the orthogonal 

complement of U in H2 we see from the orthogonality of each constituent of the 

maximal independent decomposition that U1 C H for all j and so U1 C Hk 

which is a contradiction to the fact that U' C H2. 
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For the non -independent part we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.7. Assume that H has no independent subspaces. Then any optimiser 

is a gaussian. 

Proof Let us take the gradient of (4.19). This gives 

V log = B;VG.1)(BBx) + BiL *VGA (B± x) = B;,VGli,(Bi,x) + B *VGA (BP x). 

(4.21) 

We want to use the Fourier transform to retrieve infromation from this equation. 

We first show that V log F(x) has at most linear growth in x. Any function of 

polynomial growth defines a linear functional on the space of Schwartz functions 

and can thus be viewed as a tempered distribution and has a Fourier transform 

in that sense. 

We are not able to establish the desired growth estimate for log F directly. 

Instead we replace the optimiser ¡¡ by ¡¡ 
* ) where (x) = e- IIIIH 

P P 1f.7) y lfl fj0 fj0 fj0 

Since the datum we are working with is geometric then (fro) is an optimiser and 

((fi * fop) fro) is an optimiser as well, see Lemma 6.3 in [7], and each function in 

this new tuple is a positive Schwartz function and remains a Schwartz function 

for all t >O. 

We will thus for the time being assume that the optimiser we are working 

with is a tuple of Schwartz functions. Now 

B D fj(Bix) 
V log F(x) = pi 

3=1 fJ(B9x) 

so the linear growth of V log F will follow if we show that f' (') has linear growth f,(si) 
in xi = Box. From (4.3) we see that 

Vfi(xi) 1 fH;(xi yl)a 4tll- y1I12f(yl)dy1 

fi(xi) 2t fHi e- átlIxi- y1112fi(y1) dy1 

since in the geometric case Ai = idHH . 

Since f is a positive Schwartz function we can find a C such that 

fIlyl I I f, (yl ) dyl < f fi(Yi) dyl 
Ilylll>C Ilyl II<C 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

We may assume that > C. We split the integral in the numerator of (4.22) 

in two parts according to whether IIxi - y1II < 21141 or IIxi - ylll > 2llxi ll. The 

first integral we can estimate by 

21IxiII f e-.1-y1112fi(yl) dyl 
H1 
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and the contribution to the fraction from this term is therefore linear in Il xi II. 
For the second part we note that if Ilxi -yiII > 2IIxiIl then IIxi -ylll < 211Y1.11 

and since ll x.i II > C we also get that Ilyl I > C and that ll xi - yl lI > x - all for 

any point a such that Hall < C. We now see that 

(xj - yl)e atlli- 71112h(y1) dy1 
Il i- y1II >21IxiII 

<2J llyilIe at11i- y1112 /i(yl)dyi 
Ilxi -vlll >211ri 11 

and since the factor Il xi - yi ll2 in the exponent here is larger for any point in the 
set {yi : IIx.i - ylll > 4411 than for any point in the set {yi : 

hl ill < Cl and 
the set {yi : IIxi - yell > 2IlxiIl} is contained in the set {yi : Ilyill > C} we get 

by (4.23) that we can estimate the second integral by 

e- i Ilxi -vi I I2 fi (yl) dy1 
L1115.c 

This establishes that V log F has at most linear growth in x. 

From (4.21) it is now evident that B; V GI.) (Bix) and B31- *VGA (B)- x) have at 
most linear growth in x and we are therefore justified to take the Fourier transform 
of (4.21). 

Let us now note that the Fourier transform of a function w of the form w(x) _ 
u(nix) is supported in B; Hi. To see this, we take a test function 0 and calculate 
as follows. 

since 

w(x)0(x) dx = 
J J 

u(Bix)0()e-t(x°) ddx 
H 

t t 
- fH f i u(xl)(Sl S2) 

fHfHl 
7 7 

The last integral in the above expression is clearly 0 if 0 is supported away from 

Hi. Now, equation (4.21) says that V log F is the sum of a function which depends 
only on Box and another which depends only on BJ- x. It is therefore clear that 
the Fourier transform of V log F is supported on Hi U Ht. Since this holds for 

any j we get that it is in fact supported on 

de2 del dx2 dxl 

u(xl)(1)(S1, 0)e-g(x1,6) dx1 

62)e-i(x2,6) de2 dx2 = 0(6, 0) 

n(Hi U 
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This intersection contains only the origin by the assumption that H has no inde- 

pendent subspaces. 

It is well known that the Fourier transform of a distribution supported at the 
origin is a polynomial and we have thus established that V log F is a polynomial 
and in fact a linear polynomial by the growth estimate above. Equation (4.18), 

together with the fact that V log F = ß, gives that is a gaussian. Finally, we 

recall that we were working not with f3 directly, but with (f3 * fro) fro. However, 

if this function is a gaussian then since fro is a gaussian, it is clear that fa * fro is 

a gaussian and then by looking at the Fourier transform of this function we see 

that 13 itself is a gaussian. 

By the theory established in [7] for gaussian optimisers we know that since 

the datum is geometric there exists a maximal critical decomposition 

kl 

H2 = Hk 

k =ko +1 

such that the purely quadratic term in the gaussian is the tensor product of 

multiples of the identity operator on each relevant Hk. Thus we have shown that 
with this decomposition we can write 

ko kl 

log F(x) = E GHk (PHkx) - E (dkPHkx, PHk (x + bk)) 
k =1 k =ko+1 

and so 

ß(x) = V (log F) (x) _ 

which gives 

B3ß(x) _ 
k=1 

k=1 

PHkvGHk (PHkx) - E dkPHkPHk (2x + bk) (4.24) 
k=ko+1 

kl 

BjPHkvGHk(PHkx) - E dkBiPHkPHk(2x+bk) 
k=k0+1 

Now, each term in the first part is zero unless Hk C in which case PHk = 
PHk B; B3 . For the second part we have from (4.15) that B3 PHk PHk = Bi PHk B; B3 . 

Therefore we have shown that Bpß(x) depends only on Box and moreover we see 

that Biß(x) = Vk3(Bix) where 

ki (x) = 
k=1 

H C Hk 

kl 

GHk(PHkx) - (dkPHinHkx, PHinHk (x -}- bk)) 
k=ko+1 

(4.25) 

This shows that fi (, t) must have the prescribed form for any t > O. Since the 

set of tuples allowed by the theorem is a closed set in L1 x x L1 we get that 
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(f3) = (f3(., 0)) must also have this form as by the theory of the heat equation 
each h is the L1 limit limt,o f3(., t). 

To prove the converse, that all tuples of the form (4.16) are optimisers, we 

first of all make the following remark. Assume that V is a critical subspace. Then 
from (4.14) we can write H3 _ (H3 n V) ®(H n V'). Assume further that each 

h has the form f3 (x) = fiv(PvB; x) fivi (PvLB; x). Then 

fm f [flf,(B 
m m n f Bxdx = vxl) dxl v1 

n 
f pVl(Bi 

v1x2) dx2 
j=1 

so (f3) is an optimiser if (fiv) and (f3vl) are optimisers for the data ((Bi (PM 
and ((B3 I vi ), (133)) respectively. 

By repeating this splitting we may thus reduce to showing the following two 

things. Firstly, we must show that (fi) with h = cog where c3 is a constant and 

g is an integrable function is an optimiser in the case when H3 = H for all j, 
B3 = idH, and the Brascamp -Lieb inequality reduces to 

JH f13)'(x)dx < 11 (f fi(x) dx) 
7 

Pi 

with E3 p3 = 1. The proof is immediate by writing both sides of the inequality 

in terms of g. 

Secondly, we must show that the gaussian tuple (f3) = (e- d(æ,æ +B3b 
>) with 

d > 0 and b E H is an optimiser for the Brascamp -Lieb inequality in the case 

when H has no independent subspaces and no proper critical subspace. However, 

even without these restrictions and only with the condition that ((B3), (p3)) is 

geometric, it is well known that this tuple is an optimiser. 

To conclude this chapter, let us drop the condition that ((B3 ), (p3)) is geo- 

metric. However, from Theorem 7.13 in [7] we have that any extremisable datum 
is equivalent to a geometric datum. More specifically, equations (4.6) and (4.7) 

have a solution M and S, with symmetric positive definite linear transformations 

and ((B'3) , (p3)) with B/3 = B3 M- 2 is a geometric datum. Also, if (f3) is an 

optimiser for ((Bi), (p3)) then (f; o Si 2) is an optimiser for ((B,), (pi)) and con- 

versely, if (fD is an optimiser for ((.03), (Pi)) then (f.; o ,Sz) is an optimiser for 

(A), (Pi)). 
As a direct consequence of this and Theorem 4.5 we get the following. 

Theorem 4.8. Let ((By), (pi)) be an extremisable Brascamp -Lieb datum. 

Assume that (L) is an extremiser for this datum. 

Let ((B;), (Pi)) be the geometric datum equivalent to ((BA (Pi)) and let 1Vl and 

Si be such that = Sal B M 2 . Furthermore, let ®kHk ® H2 be the independent 
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decomposition of H corresponding to the datum ((B'i), (pj)). Then there exist 

integrable functions Gk : Hk - R, k = 1, ... , k0, a critical decomposition Hk0+1® 
®Hk1 of H2, positive constants cj for j = 1, ... , m and dk for k = ko+1, ... , kl 

and an element b from H2 such that 

ko k1 1 1 

flx) - Gk`PkBj*sj x) (dkPi,kB*S7 x+Pj,k(Bí*S x+b)) 

k=1 k=ko+1 

where Pj,k is the orthogonal projection from H to Hj n Hk. 

Conversely, all functions of this form are optimisers for this problem. 
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Chapter 5 

The Hessian of the optimal 
transport potential 

In this chapter we prove a generalisation of a theorem of Caffarelli from [14] and 

indicate how it applies to the methods which Barthe has used in [3] to work with 

Brascamp -Lieb inequalities. 

To set things up, suppose we have two positive measures, µ f and µg, on Rn 

which are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and whose 

density functions are f and g respectively. Suppose further that the measures 

have finite second order moments and equal mass. 

Then it is a well -known theorem of Brenier, see [10], [11] and the book [31], 

which asserts that there exists a unique positive measure 7r on r x r which has 

marginals µ f and µg such that 7r is a minimiser for 

I[7r] :_ 
Lmx.n 

over all measures on RTh x r with these marginals. Furthermore, 7r has the 

form 7r = (Id x Vç )ftµ f where # denotes the push- forward and V0 is a uniquely 

determined gradient of a convex function which pushes ,a f forward to µg, i.e. 

0O #µ f = µg. We call 0 the optimal transportation potential. 

The theorem of Caffarelli that we will generalise is then the following: 

x -y l2 d7r (x, y) 

Theorem 5.1. Suppose f and g are of the form 

f = (det B)- 2 e-r(B l''') and g = Ce'r(B- , x 

where B is a positive definite symmetric linear transformation, H is convex and 

C is chosen so that f dpg = 1. Then the optimal transport potential 0 satisfies 

Hess(q, x) < I 

where I is the identity transformation. 
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Here and onwards, where appropriate, this inequality is to be understood in 

the sense of positive definite linear transformations, that is A < G if and only if 

G -A is positive semi -definite. 

We will prove the following generalisation: 

Theorem 5.2. Suppose f and g are of the form 

f = (det(B-1G))2e-lr(B 
lG',) 

* and g = Ce'(B- 1A- 1.,.) -x 

where A, G and B are positive definite symmetric linear transformations, µ is a 

probability measure on 1Rn, H is convex and C is chosen so that f g = 1. Suppose 

also that AB < GB = BG. Then the optimal transport potential 0 satisfies 

Hess(O, x) < G. 

Note that we do not assume that A commutes with either B or G. Also note 

that it would be no restriction if we took the exponent in the definition of g to 

be -7(B- 1G -1., ) -H so the linear transformation A is superfluous. 

To see this, note that 

-7r(B-1A-1 ,) -H = -7r(B-1G-1 ) - H' 

where H' = H + 7r((B -1 A -1 - B- 1G -1), ) and since it is known, see for ex- 

ample [22], p471, that the condition AB < GB is equivalent to the condition 

B -1A -1 > B -1G -1 we see that H' is convex if H is convex. However, we choose 

to include A in the definition of g because the case g = det A- 2 e- '(A -1',') will be 

important in Section 5.2. 

The proof of Theorem 5.2 is the content of Section 5.1. It follows similar lines 

as the proof of Caffarelli in [14] but is somewhat more involved. 

In Section 5.2 we use Theorem 5.2 to get results about Brascamp -Lieb and Re- 

verse Brascamp -Lieb inequalities. We now summarise these results. 

Let B : RR -f 11n be surjective linear transformations for j = 1, ... , m. 

Assume that nm 1 ker Bj = {0 }. Let us define the forms 

and 

J((fj)j=1) = 
Lm 

fl f (Bx) dx 
j=1 

* rn m 

I((gj) 1) sup {flgi(yj) 
: pjB;yj = x,yj E IV dx. 

I j=1 j=1 
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We consider the inequalities 

and 

lpj ((f,)7 1) < Fll (J / f'l 

m pj 

I((g3)m 1) E11 (f 93 

j =1 

and ask what are the optimal values for E and F such that these inequalities 

hold for all non -negative integrable functions h and g3. In [26], Lieb proved the 

fundamental result that (5.1) is exhausted by centred gaussians, meaning that the 

optimal value for F can be computed by considering only h of the form e"(Ai''') 
where Ai is a positive definite symmetric linear transformation. By using the well 

known fact that f e'(Ajx,x) dx = (det A30 to calculate the integrals in (5.1) we 

thus get that the best constant is F = D-2 where 

det (E31 1 p3B; A;B;) 
D = inf 

A f 1(det Ai )P3 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

In [3], Barthe used methods from the theory of optimal transportation to 

reprove Lieb's result and also at the same time prove the dual result that (5.2) is 

also exhausted by centred gaussians and that the best constant there is E = D2. 

We wish to extend the results of Barthe to the setting of generalised Brascamp- 
Lieb inequalities as introduced in Section 8 of [7]. We begin with the following 

definition: 

Definition 5.3. Suppose G is a positive definite symmetric linear transformation 

and f and g are non -negative functions. We say that 

1. f is of class G if f is the convolution of the gaussian e-r(G' °') with a positive 

measure and 

2. g is of inverse class G if g has the form 

g 
(G- 1,) -H 

where H is a convex function. 

These classes complement each other in the strategy of Barthe as will become 

clear in Section 5.2. 

We now wish to consider inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) when h are functions 

of class G; and gi are of inverse class Gi. In this case, the inequalities are also 

exhausted by centred gaussians, restricted to the relevant class. 

Specifically, we have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 5.4. 

1. (Generalised Brascamp-Lieb) 

m7 ( 
Pi 

J((f;) ) 5- ./DG 
11 \f f') 

for all fi of class Gi and 

2. (Generalised Reverse Brascamp -Lieb) 

1 P 
19i)1) N/DG ( f 9, J 

7 / 

for all g of inverse class G; 

where 
det(Em i p3B;AJB3) 

DG = 
A,nc, i(detAi)Pi 

Remark 5.5. The first part of the theorem has already been seen in [7] but the 
second part is new. In [7] it is also noted that we have DG > 0 if 

m 

pB;G B > B¿GiBi (5.3) 
i=1 

for all l = 1, ... , m and in that case we have that fi (x) = e- Ir(Gjx,x) and g3 (x) = 
e-r(Gl 1',') are extremisers for (5.1) and (5.2) respectively so 

det (1r_ i p3 B; Ga 33 ) 
DG = 

f37 1(det G; )Pi 

The proof of Theorem 5.4, which is in Section 5.2, follows the same steps as 

Barthe does in [3] but the added ingredient is Theorem 5.2. 

We thank Robert McCann and Eric Carlen for bringing the paper [14] to our 

attention. 

5.1 Proof of Theorem 5.2 

First of all, let us note that it is straightforward to verify that the hypotheses of 

Brenier's Theorem are satisfied so that the potential (b is indeed well- defined. 

We wish to prove that Hess(0, x) < G. However, for technical reasons which 

will become clear, we will make a couple of modifications. First of all, we replace 

g by gr : Br H JR given by gr (x) = C'g (x) for Ix < r where Br denotes the closed 

ball in IRr1 of radius r and C' is a normalising constant chosen so that f gr = 1. 
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We specify that the function which transports f drn to g" drn i s,. is V 0r where 
Or is convex. Secondly, we replace the Hessian by a finite difference quotient 

q5r(x + ha) + (r(x - ha) - 2q5r(x) 

h2 

for some fixed h > O. 

We are therefore interested in the function 

K(x, a) := (Ga, a) 
Or (X + ha) + q5r(x - ha) - 2e(x) 

h2 

which is C2 on Rn x Sn -i and we wish to show that K is non -negative. 

Our strategy will be to show that at any point where K has a local minimum 
then K is non -negative. From the convexity of Or it is clear that 

K(x, a) < (Ga, a) (5.4) 

for any a in Sn -1. So if we can show that in the limit as x tends to infinity this 
inequality becomes an equality then it is guaranteed that K has a local minimum 

which is also a global minimum. 

If we work with g and 0 directly we cannot hope that (5.4) becomes an equality 

in the limit as can be easily seen from the example 

f = (det G) z e-'(G,) g = (det A)- Z e-7,(A-1 ,.) 

where it is easy to confirm that the transport map is given by 

1 

V0(x) = AiG2x 

so Hess(0, x) = A2 G2 for all x and if A < G this does not equal G. So the reason 

why we use gr instead of g is that the resulting Or has much better behaviour at 

infinity than we can expect of 0 as we shall see in Lemma 5.6 at the end of this 

section and in the discussion thereafter. 

However, we have only been able to prove this good behaviour of Or at infinity 

for the finite difference quotient and not the Hessian itself. That is one reason 

why we use the finite difference but another is that if we use the finite difference 

then we only need to know that Or is C2 and this follows directly from Caffarelli's 

regularity theory because H is convex and therefore locally Lipschitz continuous, 

see Chapter 4 of [31]. 

Then we get the pointwise Monge -Ampère equation which is the key equation 

relating Or to f and gr; 

gr (V Or (x)) det(Hess(Or, x)) = f (x). (5.5) 
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Let us now assume that K has a local minimum at (x0, ao). We have that 

( 
qSr(xo + hao) + or(xo - hao) - 20f(xo) ) 

h2 J aôiK(xo, ao) =ayi 

<(xo + hao) + ga(xo - hao) - 2gá(xo) 
h2 

and since (x0, ao) is a local minimum we get that 

qi (xo + hao) + qá (xo - hao) -2 «(xo) = O. 

Since this holds for i = 1,.. . , n we get that 

VOr(xo +hao) + (xo - hao) - 2VOr(xo) = 0. (5.6) 

Also, we calculate 

awl K (xo, ao) = 2Gao a1 
V Or (xo + hao) ha1 -V' Or (xo - hao) ha' 

h2 

where aal denotes the directional derivative in the direction of al. Since (xo, ao) 

is a local minimum we get that 

(2Gclo - VOr(xo + hao) - V0r(xo - hao)) al = 0 
h 

hao)) 

for any unit vector a1 which is perpendicular to ao. We can interpret this as 

saying that there exists a ) E I[8 such that 

VOr(xo + hao) - V(br(xo - hao) 
Ga0 = )ao. (5.7) 

Solving this equation together with (5.6) gives 

(xo + hao) = VOr(xo) + h(Gao +.hao). 

Let us now take the relevant finite difference in (5.5). This gives 

log det (Hess(!r, xo + hao)) + log det(Hess (Or, xo - hao)) 

-2 log det (Hess(qSr, xo)) 

=log f (xo + hao) + log f (xo - hao) - 2log f (xo) 

- [ log gr(VOr(xo + hao)) + log gr (VOr(xo - hao)) 

-2 log gr(V0r(xo))] 

Dealing with the individual terms of this equation will be our main task in what 

follows. We know that log det is a concave function so the graph of the tan- 

gent plane at any point lies above the graph of the function. If we use this at 
Hess(Or, x0) we get that the left hand side of the equation is less than 

D(log det) (Hess (Or , xo)) E 
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where 

E := Hess(gr, xo + hao) + Hess (Or , xo - hctio) -2 Hess(q , xo) 

and D(logdet) is the total derivative of log det. It is clear that E is the Hessian 

of the function 

x H irkr(x + hao) + qr(x - hap) - 20r(x) 

which by our assumptions attains a maximum at xo and therefore by the sec- 

ond derivative test we see that E is negative semi -definite. By expanding the 
determinant by minors and using Cramer's formula we can see that 

D (log det) (Hess( ,x0)) E = E((Hess(Or,xo))- 1)i9Ei9 

Now, for any two positive semi -definite symmetric matrices E and C we can write 

Ei,j CijEij as tr(EC) and if El and Cl are the positive semi -definite symmetric 
roots of E and C respectively we can calculate 

l ) = ( 
1 1 1 

= 
1 1 1 1 1 

1)T) tr EC tr EZEZC2C2 tr EZCZC2E2 tr EZC2 EZCZ > O. 

This tells us that the term we are working on is non -positive because E is negative 

semi -definite and (HessW, x0)) -1 is positive definite. 

Let us then examine the right hand side of (5.9). The second directional 

derivative of log(f) in the ao is given by 

faoao(x) (x) )2 
f(x) f(x) 

We therefore perform the following calculation: 

f (x) =(det(B-1G)) z f e-ir(B-1G(x-y),(x-y)) dµ(y), 

fao(x) =(det(B-1G))2 f -2(B'Gao,z - y)e-ir(B 1G(x 
y),(x y)) dl(y) 

and 

f00 (x) = (det(B -1G))z J 472((B-1 Gao, x - y))2e- 1r(B 
1G(x-y),(x -y)) duly) 

-(det(B -1G))2 f 27(B-1Gao, 1G(x- y),(x -y)) dµ(y) 

The Cauchy -Schwarz inequality gives us that 

(fa°(x))2 = (det(B -1G)) (f f -2(B'Gao, x - y)e- q.(13- 
1G(x- y),(x -y)) dµ(y) 

<(det(B -10)i f e- a(B- 1G(x- y),(x -y)) dp(y) 

(det(B -1G))2 f 472((ß- 1Gao,x - 0)2e-7,-(B lqx-y),(x-y)) 
dµ(y) 
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and this tells us that 

faoao (x) ( fao(x) ) 
2 

f(x) f (x) / 
> -27( B-1Gao, ao). 

By integrating twice we can estimate the terms involving f from below by 

-27rh2(B-1Gao, ao) 

The terms in (5.9) involving g'r can be split into a sum of three parts. The 
first part comes from the normalising constant C and this will equal 2C - 2C = O. 

The third part will be 

H(V 
(V (ro + hao)) + H(V Or(xo - hao)) - 2H(DOr(xo)) 

> DH(Ve(xo)) (De(xo + hao) + DOr(xo - hao) - 20Or(xo)) = 0 

where we have used the convexity of H and the condition (5.6). 

The second part is 

ir(B-1A-1Ve(xo + hao), V¢r(xo + hao)) 

+7r(B-1A-1VOr(xo - hao), VOr(xo - hao)) - 27(B-1A-1Ve(xo), VOr(xo)) 

Using (5.8) we can simplify this to 

27rh2(B- 1A -1(Gao + )tao), Gao + )ao). 

When we take all these calculations together we see that we have reduced 

(5.9) to the simple inequality 

0 > -27rh2(B -1Gao, ao) + 27rh2(B- 1A -1(Gaa +.dao), Gao +),ao) 

which says 

(B -1Gao, 
ao) 

> (B- 1A -1(Gao + Aao), Gao + )tao). 

Now we want to use the fact that B -1A -1 > B -1 G -1. As we have already 

mentioned this follows from the condition that GB > AB. Using this we see that 

(B -'Gao, ao) > (B- 1G -1(Gao +Aao), Gao + )ao) 

and by expanding the right hand side we get that 

O > 2.\(B -lao, ao) + a2(B -1G -lao, ao) 

where we have used the assumption that B and G commute. This is a quadratic 

expression in A and since both coefficients are positive we can deduce from this 
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that ) < 0. By taking the inner product of (5.7) with ao and using this we get 

that 

(Gao, ao) 
VOT(xo + hao) 

ao 
2h0T 

(xo - hao) ao 
(5.10) 

Unfortunately, when we want to use this equation to tell us something about 
K(x, a) we are forced to take a less than optimal route. This is because we only 

have information about the behaviour of 'VW at xo f hao so the best we can do 

is to say that 

T (xo + hao) + (T (x0 - hao) - 2T(xo) 

h2 
0T(xo + hao) ao - (xo - hao) ao < 2(Gao, ao) 

h 

so we conclude that 
K(x, a) > -(Ga, a) 

for all x E ][8" and a E Sn -1. In terms of Or this says that 

(bT (x + ha) + (x - ha) - 20r (x) < 2(Ga, a). (5.11) 
h2 

This misses what we intended to prove by a factor of 2 but we can get around 

that by iterating. This is the same problem that is encountered in [14] but it is 

addressed in. [15] and we follow that argument here. 

Let us assume we have this estimate (5.11) with the factor of 2 replaced by a 

number a greater than 1, uniformly in h. We have until now assumed that h is a 

fixed positive number but if we temporarily allow it to pass to 0 we get that 

Then we notice that 

(Hess(OT, x)a, a) < a(Ga, a). 

(x+ha) +(bT(x - ha) - 20r (x) 
ph 

< 
JV Or (xo + tao) ao - DOT (xo - tao) ao I dt 

o 

and we have two ways of estimating the quantity within the absolute values. By 

looking at its derivative we get the upper bound 2t a(Ga, a) and we also still 

have the bound 2h. (Ga, a) from (5.11). By replacing the integrand by the better 

of these we get 

OT (x + ha) + x - ha) - 20r(x) 2a= 1(Ga, a). 
h2 

Now, al = 2, an +i = 2 añ 1 defines a decreasing sequence tending to 1 and by 

passing to this limit we get what we intended to prove. 
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Finally, since g''' -+ g in Ll as r -4 oo we get that 

0(x + ha) + 0(x - ha) - 20(x) < (Ga, a) h2 

and using that 0 is twice continuously differentiable we can take the limit as 

h 0 and get 

(Hess(qS, x)a, a) < (Ga, a) 

and this is what we intended to prove. 

Let us now prove the lemma we left behind. 

Lemma 5.6. For any fixed r we have that 

lim 
x-oo 

o(11.(x) = 0. 

Proof. Let us fix the vector y = V e (x) and look at the set 

ry := {y' E Rn 
: angle(x, y' - y) < 41. 

This is a cone originating from y, pointing in the direction of x. Since V0r is 

an optimal transport plan, it is known from [20] that the support of its graph 

is cyclically monotone. This means that if we take x1,... , x,n E Itin and let 

yi = v0r(xi) then 
m m 

EIxi-yil2<E !xi -yi-ll2 (5.12) 
i =1 i =1 

where we let yo = ym. In particular, if we take y' = O0r (x') where y' E ry and 

apply the inequality to x, x' and y, y' then we get that 

(x'- x,y' -y) >0 

and since angle(x, y' - y) < 4 we get that angle(x, x' - x) < 4 so the preimage 

of Fy is contained in the concave cone 

rs := {x' E Illn : angle(x, x' - x). < 34 1. 

The complement of the cone rx contains a ball around the origin of radius 2-ix 
and as x tends to infinity the mass of f on the complement of this ball, and thus 

on rr, will tend to O. We then see that 

( s gr(x)) I ry n Br I 

< (gr dGn) (ry n Br) = (gr dGn) (ry) <- (f dGn) (rx) 

and by compactness we have that gr is bounded away from 0 on Br so we get 

that 
lim IryflBr1 =0 

X -+00 

so by the geometry of the problem we get the desired conclusion. 
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With this lemma in hand we can crudely estimate the finite difference 

Or (x + ha) + (pr (x - ha) - 20r (x) 

h2 

by vçr (x + ha) a - Der (x - ha) a 
2h 

which tends to 0 as x tends to infinity. Therefore we get 

lim K(x, a) = (Ga, a) xoo 

and as already mentioned, this guarantees the existence of a global minimiser. 

5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.4 

Firstly, we note that if DG = 0 the theorem has no content so in the following 

we will assume that DG > O. Let us define 

and 

EG := inf 7¡I ((fj /)¡ 1)P fi of inverse class Gi 
11;11 `J fJ) 

FG := sup 
\J fJ ì 

J((h) 1) 
¡¡m Pj 
11j =1 

Our aim is then to prove that 

E = DG and 

To begin with, let us define 

and 

h of class Gi 

FG 
DG 

1 

EG inf ¡I ((f rj )f 1) centred gaussian of inverse class G 
,9 ' 11 1 \J fir fj g 7 

F sup J((.fj)j 1) e- ir(Aj' °') for Ai < G . j¡ (¡ : f = 7 9 G,9 p 
11j=1 \J fi)Pj 

Since the infimum for EG,9 is taken over a smaller class of functions than the 

infimum for EG we see that EG,9 > EG. Also, by calculating the convolution of 

det(Gi) 2 e- '(Gj',') with the measure which has density function det(Fj) 2 e- 7(F'Y) 

where F; = Gi(Gj - A;)-1Gi - G; we can see that if A; < Gj then e'r«AiY> is of 

class Gj so FG > FG,9. 

We now state three lemmas which will guide us through the proof. 
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Lemma 5.7. 
1 

FG,9 

Lemma 5.8. 

EG,9FG,9 = 1. 

Lemma 5.9. If gj is of inverse class G and fj is of class G then 

I(gl,...'gm) > DGJ(fl,..., fm). 

To see how the result follows, note that by Lemma 5.9 we get that EG > DGFG 

and from that we get the string of inequalities 

DG = EG,9 > EG > DGFG > DGFG,g = DG 

so we get equality all the way and this gives the theorem. 

All that remains is to give a proof of the three lemmas. Note first that centred 

gaussians of inverse class Gj are exactly those of the form a -Ir<Ai l''') where Ai < Gj 

so for the first lemma we take fj = Then 

J((fj)7 1) = e-aEj J 1pAiBjeBj) dz = ¡ C 'Q(x) dx = J Iß Ilgn 

where 

Q(x) = pjBj AjBjx, x . 

j =1 

The fact that f e- vr(AX,æ) dx = (det A) -2 for any positive definite linear transfor- 

mation A gives 

i 
2 

( 
77-J((f¡(j)j=11) 

Fj=1(det Aj)pj 

llj 1\f fj)p (det 
(E.71=1 pjB;A,Bj) 

1 so FG,9 = ,/LG. 

For the second lemma let gj = e- «Ail'''). Then I((gj)m 1) = f e -7rR(x) dx 

where 

m m 

R(x) = inf E pi (Ail xi) : x = 
j=1 i=1 

pjB;xj where xi E ßnj 
. 

We recall that the dual of a quadratic form Q is defined by 

Q* (x) = sup{ (x, y) I2 : Q(y) < 1). 
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It is shown in the proof of Lemma 2 in [3] that R is a quadratic form and that 
R = Q *. Then we see that 

¡¡ 

¡7¡I((gj) 
i) fj 1(detA 

1)pj 2 

11 =i ( gj)Pi det(R) 

and since det R = det Q* = (det Q) -1 we get that EG,9FG,9 = 1. 

For the third lemma take fj to be of class Gj and gj to be of inverse class 

We may assume that f j = f gj = 1. Then f j and gj satisfy the conditions of 

Theorem 5.2 so from that we get that there exists a C2 transport potential (kj 

such that 
gj(VOj(x)) det (Hess (0j,x)) = fi (x) 

and Hess(01,x) < Gj for all x E Rni. Define e(y) :_ pjB;VOj(Bjy). Then 

the Jacobian of e at y is 

det piB; Hess(0 , Biy)Bi ) 

and this is positive by the assumption that DG > O. We then repeat the calcula- 

tions from the proof of Lemma 3 in [3] 

`1((fj)j=1)-J Hf(Biy)dy 
9=1 
m m 

= Hgi (OOj(Bjy)) ll(det (Hess (0j, Bjy)))Pi dy f n j=1 j=1 
m m 

< DG 

1 

gj' (o (kj (Bo)) det E pjB; Hess(Oi, Bjy)Bj dy 11 
j =1 j =1 

L 
m 

sup H ei (xi) det piB; Hess(g, By)B dy 
DG ©(y)= 

>piBjxi j =1 j =1 

where the added ingredient is that in step ( *) we have used that Hess(0, x) < G 

so that the inequality follows from the definition of DG. We can therefore make 

the change of variables z = 0(y) and get 

(( ); 1) Ç 1 - fi sup DG Rn z=Ej`1piBisj 

= I ((gj) 1) 

This proves the third lemma. 
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Chapter 6 

A multilinear generalisation of 
the Hilbert transform and 

fractional integration 

6.1 A singular integral 

We wish to study the n- linear form given formally by 

A(fl, ... , fn) := f fi (xi) fn(xn) dxl dx2... dx (6.1) 
gn -iln det (x1 x2 ... xn ) 

where xi E Ión -i For n = 2 we have 

A(f, f (x)g(Y) f g) a 
dx dy = f f f (y )9(y) dx dy = n(Hf, g) 

where H f denotes the Hilbert transform of f so in this case A is the bilinear 

form associated to the Hilbert transform. For n > 3 we can see A as an n- linear 

generalisation of the Hilbert transform. 

There is a closely related form defined for n functions on the unit sphere Sn -1 

given by 

As (fi, ..., fn) := 
ft Pt) ... fn(wn) 

dwl dw2... dwn. (6.2) f sn -1 )n det (wl , ... , wn ) 

The integrals (6.1) and (6.2) are not absolutely convergent so we replace them 

with 

fn) - 1 

2 

(fl(xl) - fl 
det l 

(xi))f2(x2) .. fn(xn) 
dxl dx2 . . , dxn (6.3) - ¡ 1 1 ... 1 ) xlxz...x 

where xI is the reflection of x1 in the hyperplane determined by the other variables 

and 

f¡ 
As(fl, ... fn) := 1 

J 
lfl(wl) - fl(wl))f2(w2) ... fn(wn) 

dw1 dw2 ... dwn (6.4) 
2 det (wl, ... , wn) 
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where wt is the reflection of w1 in the great hypercircle determined by by the 

other variables. 

As a purely formal exercise we can calculate 

11(fí, ... , fn) =1 f (fi(xl) - fi(xi)) f2(x2) fn(xf.) dxl dx2... dxn ¡ 1 1 ... 1 ) 2 det l X1 X2 ... X 
=1 f fi (xi )f2(x2) ... fn(xn) 

dxl dx2... dxn 
2 det (1 1 ... 

æi x2 ... xn 
1 ) 

1 f fl(xl)f2(x2) fn(xn) 
dx1 dx2 ... dxr,, 

J1 d1 1 ... 1 ) 2 et ( l X1 X2 ... Xn 

f fl (xi )f2(x2) . fn(xn) 
dx1 dx2 ... dxn 

det 1 ... 1 ) 

since the change of variables z1 xi has Jacobian 1, xi* = x1 and 

1 1... 1 /\ 
det 

2 n ) _ - det ( 

x1 
I 

x 1 x x \i 1 1 

X2 xn 

which follows by noting that the determinants are the signed volumes of the 

simplices whose vertices are z1i ... , xn and xi, x2, . , xn respectively and these 

simplices have the same unsigned volume but different orientations. 

The following lemma establishes that (6.3) and (6.4) are sensible definitions. 

Lemma 6.1. Let f1, ... , fn be functions in C00(Rn -1) or C°(Sn -1) respectively. 

Then 

1. the integrals in (6.3) or (6.4) are absolutely convergent, 

2. the numerator (fi(xi) - fi (x1)) f2(x2) fn(xn) in (6.3) can be replaced by 

fi(xi) . . . fi- 1(xi- 1)(fi(xi) - fi(4))fi +1(xi +1) fn(xn) 

for any i = 1, ... ,n without affecting the value of the integral and 

3. the numerator (fl(wl) - fi(con)f2(w2) fn(wn) in (6.4) can be replaced by 

f1(1) . . . fi- i(wi- 1)(fi(wi) - fi(wf ))fi +1(wi +l) ... fn(wn) 

for any i = 1, ... , n without affecting the value of the integral. 

The symbols xá and w? have the obvious meaning analogous to xi and wt. 

We shall postpone the proof of this lemma to the end of this section. 

What we are interested in are estimates of the form 

IA(fl, , fn)I IIf1IILp1(]ßn-1) IIfnIILpn(IItn-1) (6.5) 
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and 

IIf1ILP1(sn-i) ...IIfnIILpn(Sn-1) (6.6) 

where A < B denotes that there is an absolute constant C, depending only on 

the dimension, such that A < CB. We shall prove the following theorems. 

Theorem 6.2. Let S be the closed polytope in R' whose vertices are the n permu- 

tations of the n -tuple (nn-_21 .. ,á_1). Then (6.5) holds if and only if (1, ... , 
1n 

lies in the interior of S, relative to the hyperplane that S lies in. For n > 3, the es- 

timate holds on the boundary of S if each h with j for which -2 = á -1 is restricted 

to be a characteristic function of a set but the other ft's may be unrestricted. The 

estimate fails if any h with j for which 
p, 

= á -i is taken unrestricted. 

Remark 6.3. Each point (qj) in S lies in the hyperplane H defined by the equation 

Eqj =n-1. 
j=1 

When we speak about the exterior, the interior and the boundary of S we under- 

stand it to be taken relative to II. 

For (6.6) we have the following. 

Theorem 6.4. Let S be the half -open polytope in the closed first 2n -tant in lR 

consisting of points p which have the form p = q - a with q in the interior 
of S and a a vector in ]Rn, all of whose entries are non -negative. Then (6.6) 

holds if (1 , ... , 1) lies in S- . For n > 3, the estimate holds when each h for 
P1 Pn 

j in a set J C {1,. .. , n} is restricted to be a characteristic function of a set if 

= pnl 
has the form p = q -a with a as before and q = (qj) on the 

boundary of S and qj 
nn -1 for j ¢ J. 

Remark 6.5. We firmly believe that the condition of this theorem is also a nec- 

essary condition for (6.6) to hold but we have not been able to verify that. See 

however also Remark 6.13 below. 

By specialising these theorems to the centre of S we get: 

Corollary 6.6. 

Corollary 6.7. 

n 

IA(f1,...,fn)I <jlllfillL(n_1 
i=1 

n 

, fn)I < rj IIfiIILe-r(Sn-1\ 
i=1 
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For n > 3 the positive results of Theorem 6.2 follow from the following esti- 
mate. 

Theorem 6.8. Let n > 3 and XE1, . . . , XE_1 be characteristic functions of n -1 
measurable sets in Rn-1 and fn be a measurable function on yen -1. Then 

IA(XE1, . . . , XEn_1, Jn)I IIXE111 =2 IIxE_l II tt=22 IIfnII1. (6.9) 

Let us note how we can use multilinear interpolation to pass from this estimate 
to the general result of the theorem. Firstly note that convexity gives directly that 
(6.5) holds for tuples (. , ... , pi) in S if each fj is restricted to be a characteristic 
function fj. Now take an element p E S and assume that 1. =2 if and only if pi n -1 
j < k where k < n. Let us fix sets Ej for 1 < j < k and note that we have 

I(XE1,...,XEn)I jZIIXE,IItt=21jIIXE;IIgj 
j<k j>k 

if each qj is sufficiently close to pi and 

Ê 1 =1+n-2(n-k-1). 
n-1 

j=k+1 qi 

(6.10) 

This shows that we can use Marcinkiewicz interpolation, see for example [21], to 

strengthen this result to 

IA(XE1,...,XEk,fk+1,...,fn)I , 11IIXE;IIñ_2 fiIlfjllpj. 
j<k j>k 

(6.11) 

By permuting the indices we arrive at the estimate of the theorem. 

The remaining parts of Theorem 6.2 can be seen from examples which we now 

present. 

Example 6.9. Let us assume that inequality (6.5) holds for the dilated functions 

01(j),..., qn (R) for all R > O. Then 

i 
so 

.01(1),..., ( R) 
det ( 1 2 ::: Xn ) 

dxl dx2 . . . dxn II01(R)IIp1...II0n(R)I1pn 

(1), . , ) dxl dx2 dxn Rn(n-1) 

f det s 1 
. Rn-1 Rn-1 Rn-1 Rn-1 

( R R R ) 

< 

(n 

HR-h-) 
l 

IIfkIIIpI ... II0nIIpn 
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SO 

so 

R(n-1)2 < RE(n-1)pi 

n 
1 - =n -1. (6.12) 

i =1 

Example 6.10. As stated above we get for n = 2 that A(f, g) = ir(H f, g) where 

H f is the Hilbert transform of f . Thus by well -known properties we see that 

IA(f,g) IlfllpIlsll2 

if - { 1= 1 and 1< p1, p2 < oo. 
pl P2 

(6.13) 

Aside from the endpoints, this is the best estimate we could hope for in the light 

of the previous example. 

Example 6.11. When n > 3 there is a further restriction on the values of p3 for 

which (6.5) can hold. 

To see this let us first of all note that there exist non -empty open cones 

C1, ... , en with vertices at the origin in Ir -1 such that if x1 E C1, ... , xn E Cn 

then 

det(l 1) >0. 
Xi ... Xn 

To construct these cones we can for example take p1i ... , tin E Sn -1 to be the 

vertices of a regular simplex with centre at the origin. We shall denote the simplex 

whose vertices are v1i ... ,v,, by T,,;). Now, the signed volume of Tai) is given by 

det 
C1 il 

µn J 
(6.14) 

which can therefore not equal zero and we may furthermore assume that we have 

carried out the numbering of the µ's in such a way that this determinant is 

positive. 

Let us note that if the origin lies in the interior of a simplex Tvi) then it 

also lies in the interior of Trivi) for any positive scalars ri. We can prove this 

iteratively if we know that this holds when all of the ri's except one equal 1. We 

may then further assume that this exceptional ri is r1. 

Now, the origin lies in the interior of Tvi) if and only if the line connecting v1 

and the origin intersects the interior of the facet opposite v1 and this intersection 

lies beyond the origin. If we replace v1 by rv1 for r > 0 then this line and 

the opposite facet remain unaltered and the intersection will still lie beyond the 

origin. 
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Now let Mi be a small neighbourhood in Sn -1 around v such that for any 

tuple (µ2) in M1 x x Mn we have that the determinant in (6.14) is positive 

and that the origin lies in the interior of the simplex T,). 
By what we have said it is now clear that we may take Ci to be the smallest 

cone with vertex at the origin which contains Mi. 

With this set -up in hand we let 01, ... , On be non -negative Cr functions such 

that supp çi C C2. We also insist that qi is supported in 1x1 < ó for i = 1, ... , k 

while çi is supported in á < 1x1 < 1 for i = k + 1, ... , n. Here k is an integer 

between 1 and n. These conditions will continue to hold if we replace all the ck2's 

for i <kby (ki,E:xHOi(É) for e <1. Now, 

detC 1 1 J = det(x2 -xl,,xn - xl) < Ix2 - xl 
Xi xn 

by Hadamard's theorem so 

A(01,E) 7q5k,E7 q5k+17 7 On) 

f 

Ixn -x11 

1( É ) .. Ok(?)0k+1(xk+l)On(xn) dxl . . . dxn 
Ix2 - x11 ...lxk -xlllxk+11...Ixnl 

because we have 
I 

xi - xi 
I ^' lxi I 

for all i > k. We then have 

A(01,E7 7 Y'k,E7(kk+17 )(kn) 

> f.. E(n-1)k(k-1) . f 01( É ) Ok()k+1(xk+1) n(xn) 
J IE2-ÉI...I?-Éllxk+ll...lxnl 

dx1 dxk 
En-1 . . dxk.}1 . . . dxn 

> E(n-1)k . . . 
01 (Xi) On(xn) -(- f Ix2 -xll...lxk -x111xk+ll...I30n 

and 

so we must have 

so 

IIi,EIIP 
i=1 

= E 

n-1 

i=1 

E(n-1)k-(k-1) < E(n-1) ; 
1 v, for E < 1 

(n-1)k-(k-1) > 1 

n - 1 pi 

In particular, for k = n - 1, this tells us that 

n2 - 3n + 3 1 

n - 1 pi 
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and this together with (6.12) and renaming of the variables gives us that 

1 n-2 
pz n-1 (6.15) 

for all i = 1, ... , n. The polyhedron defined by (6.12) and (6.15) has the permu- 

tations of the n-tuple (ñ -i, ... , nn_ i,1) as vertices so we see that (6.5) can only 

hold at points in S. 

Example 6.12. Let us see that we cannot hope to strengthen the estimates on the 

boundary of S to strong -type estimates. 

We let Cz be as in the previous example and take 0, to be non -negative func- 

tions supported in CZ. Assume that çb is supported in Ix i < 1 for i < n and On 

is supported in Ix i > 10. As before we can estimate by Hadamard's theorem and 

get 

A(011 ... , On) ... 1(x1) ... 
17571(xn) 

... dxn. (6.16) 
Ix2 

-x1I...Ixn -1 - xlllxnl 
Let us now assume that On has the form On(x) = çu,(w)çr(r) with x = no in 

polar coordinates where (/)r (r) = (rn -2 log r) -1 for 10 < r < b. Then the right 

hand side of (6.16) contains a factor larger than 

Jo (rn -2 log r)r rn 
-2 dr = 

/0 b lo r 
dr 

= log b- log 10. 
1 

On the other hand we see that 

(f0 
ñ=2 

IInII _2 -C \rn-21ogr 
rn-2 dr 

n-2 n-2 
b n-1 

1 n-2 dr 

J lo (lor) r 

n-1 

=C 

which is less than a constant independent of b. Since b can be arbitrarily large 

we get a contradiction unless 
1 n-2 -> p n-1 

Remark 6.13. It is clear that we can adapt Example 6.9 for R < 1 and Exam- 

ple 6.11 to the form As. The former of these shows that (6.6) can only hold if 

(1 ?) lies in the intersection of the first 2v-tant with the closed half - 
P1 Pn 

space whose boundary is H as defined in Remark 6.3 and which contains the 

origin. 

The latter example shows that if p lies in H then (6.6) cannot hold if p lies in 

the exterior of S. On the other hand Theorem 6.4 shows that (6.6) holds if p is 

in the interior of S. 
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(1,1, 0) 

1 1 1) 
2 2 

(1, 0,1) (0, 1, 1) 

Figure 6.1: n = 3 The estimate (6.5) holds in the open unshaded region and fails 
in the open shaded region. 

Proof of Theorem 6.8. The proof will be based on Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.14 

below. First of all we note that 

IA(XE1,,XEn_1, fn) 
f XEl (x1) . . . XEn_I (xn-1)fn(xn) dxl dxn J ( 1 ... 1 ) det l ... n 

f XEl (x1) . XEn-1 (xn-1) dx 
det J (1 ... 1 1 

l 
1 

XE1 (x1) XEn_1 (xn-1) dxl ¡ 1 ... 1 1 det \ y1 -n ... 2n_ 1-2n o 
) 

f XE, (xi) XE,_, (xn-1) 
dx 

det (xi ,...,xn_1) 
l 

IfnII1 sup 
xn 

Ç IIfnII1 sup 
Xn 

=llfnlllsup 
Xn 

dxn_1 

dxn-1 

.. dxn_1 

where Ei := Ei - xn. Since 11XE, IIr = IIXEti llp we will drop these tildes. Let 

us then define A(XE, , . . . XEn_1) to be the quantity inside the modulus signs on 

the far right hand side of the last chain of inequalities. We change to polar co- 

ordinates, xi = riwi with ri E l[ and wi E Sn -2. Then det(xi, . . . , xn_1) = 
ri rn_1 det(L) . . . , wn_1) and dxi = ri _2 dri dwi (dwi is the unnormalised in- 
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duced Lebesgue measure on the sphere) so 

A(XE1,...,XEn-1) _ f XEi (rlwl) XEn_1 (rn_lwn_1) 

ri rn_l det w n _1 ) 

(ri rn_1¡)n-2 dr1 . . . drn_1 dw1 . dw-1 
f Fn-1(XE1 ) lw1) . . . Fn-1(XEn-1) (wn-1) 

dwl . dwn 
1 det(wl,...,wn-1) 

¡ = AS(Fn_1(XE1), . . , Fn-1(XEn-1) ) (6.17) 

where Fn_1(f) (w) = fit+ f (rw)rn -3 dr and in (6.17) we have that As acts on 

functions on Sn -2. Thus we have separated A into a radial part, Fn_1, and an 

angular part. By Theorem 6.4 we can estimate (6.17) by a constant multiple of 

IIFn-1(xE1)IIL(sn-2) ... IIFn-1(íXE-1)IIL(S 
2) 

so Theorem 6.2 will follow from the following lemma. 

Lemma 6.14. 

IIFn- 1(xE)IIL IIXEIILri -1). (6.18) 

Remark 6.15. We note that the estimate in this lemma does not hold for general 

functions as can be seen by testing on the function f(rw) = (rn -2 log r) -1 similarly 

to Example 6.12. 

Proof of Lemma 6.14. If n = 3 we want to prove that 

which is equivalent to 

fS1 fR+ 

fXE(rw) dr 
+ 

XE(rw) dr 
2 

< IIXEIIL2(1@2) 

L2(S1) 

dw < J f I XE(rw) I2r dr dw. 
Sl + 

Define Ew := {r E R : rw E E }. We see that it is enough to prove that 
IEW 2 < fEw r dr holds for each CO E Sl. The left hand side in this inequality 

depends only on the measure of EE, and the infimum of the right hand side, 

for sets of fixed measure, is clearly attained when Ew = [0, IEwI]. In this case 

fE,rdr = 2IEWI2 so 1E,,12 < 2 fEwrdr. 
More generally, the same reasoning shows that EEJ m < fE rm -1 dr. It follows 
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that 
n=3 

1 
n-3 

n-2 n-2 rn-3 dr < (E 
(rn-3) 

n-3 dr) (L, dr) 
n-2 

1 n-3 / ¡ / dr\ n=2 
rn-2 dr 

n 2 

E, fE, 
n-3 

< 
E 

rn-2 dr¡ n-2 
J 

n-2 
n-1 

= rr¡ En-2 
d 

W J 

which is to say that 

Then we see that 

so 

(L. 

rn-2 dr 
(fEu 

n-1 

(n-2)(n-1) 
1 

rn-3 dr 
n-2 

< rn-2 dr. f, 

XE(rw)rn-3 dr 
n-1 
n-2 

(by Wilder) 

dw < f XE (rw)rn-2 dr dw f n-2 + 

IIFn- 1(xE)IILnn- Z(Sn IIXEIIL (ten -1) 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 

Proof of Theorem 6.4. For n = 2 we see that 

As (fl, f2) = 
J J 

f1( 1)í2(w2) < 
II. fIILP1(s1)IIf2IILP2(s1) 

s1 s1 sin w1 - W2) 

provided that pi, p2 > 1 and i + i = 1 since (sin(wi - w2)) -1 = i tan r (w1 - 
p1 P2 2 

(.4.12) + á cot 1(w1 - w2) so the left hand side is the sum of two Hilbert transforms 

and the result is known. 

So that we have a clearer relation with the proof of Theorem 6.8 we shall now 

change our indexing and in effect increase n by one. We will proceed by using 

induction and will assume that we have some n > 4 and that we have proved 

Corollary 6.7 on Sn -3, that is 

IAs(f1, . . . , fn -2)I IIf111L -3) 
... IIfn -211 

-3) 

and we are interested in proving 

IAS(f1, ... , fn -1) I II f1 IILP1(sn -2) ... Ilfn- 111Lpn -1 can -2) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

with (-J-, ... , ) in the interior of S (with n replaced by n - 1). Again by 

multilinear interpolation, it is enough to prove the estimate for characteristic 
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functions at the vertex (n- 1- tuple) ( =2 ... , n -2, 1). We proceed in the following 
manner. By As(fl, . . . , fn -1) equals 

1 f (fi(wl) - ))f2 (w2) . . . fn- 1(wn -1) 
dw1 ... dwn (6.21) 

2 J det(wi,...,wn -l) 
where col" is the reflection of w1 in the great hypercircle containing w2 up to wn -i 
We bound this by 

II fn-1II L i(S n 2 ) 
Wsup 

1 f (fl(wl) -fd1e(twwll), f. 2.(.w, 

1 

fn-2(wn-2) 
Clwl dw 

2 
n-2 

We thus want to show that 
¡ 

sup 1 f lf,(wl) - (4)) f2 ... fn- 2(wn -2) dw1 ... dwn 2 
Wn -1 2 det(wl, ... , con-1 

IIf1IILRA(sn_2) . . 
llfn-211 n-2 

Ltt="3 (Stt-2) 

holds for all f; being characteristic functions. 
By rotational invariance, we can take wn_, to be the north pole (10). We then 

split the integral in each of the variables w1... wn_2 into two integrals, one over 

each hemisphere. 

Because 

det(wl, ... , -wi, ... , wn -1) = - det(wl, ... , wi, ... , wn -1) 

it is enough to consider the integral over the northern hemispheres 

S_2 := {w0 = (wo1, ... , wo,n -1) E Sn -2 
: w01 > 0 }. 

Since wi is the reflection of w1 in a great hypercircle containing the north pole 

we see that wl and (.4 will always lie in the same hemisphere. To work with the 

integral over 57-2 we change variables from S+71-2 to {1} X Rn -2. Specifically, we 

write w0 E S7_-2 as (cos 00, 00 sin 00) where 0 < 0o < 2 and 00 E Sn -3. Define 

lÚ(wo) cos 00 (cos 00, w w o sin 00) = (1, 0 tan Os). 

Since Wo E Sn -3, the expression 00 sin Oo for a fixed w0 parametrises an (n - 3) 

dimensional sphere of radius sin 00 and the expression 00 tan 00 parametrises a 

similar sphere of radius tan 00. This contributes a factor 

sin 00 
n -3 

( tan 00 ) 

to (J -l)(1,b(wo)). Also, 

= COSn-3B0 

300 (wo) = X00 
tan 00 = 
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so (J- 1)('(wo)) = cosn -1 00. The integral (6.21) thus becomes 

"//,, ",' ¡_ n -1 

f fl(0-1 Y'- 1(x1)) . . . fn- 2(W- 1¡xn 
-2)) (fjo5o0) dx1 ... dxn -2 

{1}xRn -2)n -2 det n -2 1l 
. . , 

11-n -21 
o) i -1 

and we can pull Ixi I = V1 + tan2 Oio = (cos 00) -1 out of the determinant. 
Let xi = (ylti) and 0 -1(xá) = -1(yi). Then since 

cos B o = 
1 1 

z 

IxiI (1 + 1m12) 

we see that the integral becomes 

"//'' ¡ ""/' ¡ n-2 
f1(4-1(yl))...fn-2(Y'-1(yn-2)) 

,j n-2 n-2 det ) 12)n22 dyl .. dyn-2 
( ) 

(y1...,yn-2 i=1 (1 + lyi 

Î fll4'-1(rlW1))... Li -2(T-1(rn-2Wn-2)) 
Jsn-3)n-2 J(R+)n-2 Fl rn-2 det (W1, , Wn-2) 

n-2 

i=1 

1 

(1 +r (rl . rn-2)n-3 dr1. . . drn_2 dW1 . . dwn_2 

where we have changed to polar coordinates again. By the induction hypothesis 
we can estimate the part of 

¡this 

by 

n-2 / (1- lln- )),.,n -4 
11 J (1 + r) 2 

Ln= 3(Sn -3). 
i =1 

We want to bound this by 
n-2 
H IlftillL(Sn-2) 
i =1 

for characteristic functions A. 

Similarly to the proof of Lemma 6.14 this boils down to proving 

(fE (1 + r2)"2-2 

rn-4 
n-2 
n-3 

dr 
rn-3 

< fE (1 r2)nz1 

for all measurable E C 

To prove this we note first the following: 

m+1 rm 

l-r2 dr L (1 + r2) 2 

dr 

To see this let r = tan a, then +T2 = da and (1 + r2) -1/2 = (1 + tan2 a) -1/2 

cos a so what we want to prove is 

U 
rra +1 r r 

da) < J tanin a cosco a da = 
J 

sin' a da. 
E E 
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In fact, we only have to prove this for E c (0, c) where c > 0 is small. In that 
case we can substitute the first term in its Taylor series for sin"' a and then the 
result follows from the proof of Lemma 6.14. Now this already proves the result 

for n = 4 (take m = 1). 

For n > 4 we calculate using Hölder's inequality 

n-9 
rn-4 . i î rn-3 1 

n=3 

k- (1 + 
dr 

1 

n-3 

n-9 1 

n-3 n-3 n-4 (T2- 

< fË (1±7.2)!V 
dr 

(fÈ (1 +7-2)V V 2 

dr 

and the result follows. 

Now Theorem 6.4 follows for all n > 3 by induction. 

lnally, let us return to the question how the forms are defined and prove 

Lemma 6.1. 

Proof To begin we take n = 3, the case n = 2 which is the Hilbert transform is 

of course well known. We thus want to show that 

2 fR2 fR2 L2 
1 (fl(xl) - f1(x1))f2(x2)f3(x3) d¡ 1 1 1 et l 2;2 3 ) 

is bounded. We can write this as 

I f1(xl) - fl(4)1 dxl 
JR2JR2J2 1X1 -x l 

dxl dx2 dx3 

f2(x2)f3(x3) 
D(x2, x3) 

dx2 dx3 

where D(x2i x3) is the distance between x2 and x3. We see that the x1 integral 

is bounded as if xi is close to x1 we can estimate the integrand by fl(z1) and 

otherwise we can estimate it by a multiple of I fi (xi) I + 
For the other integrals we see that it is enough to show that 

1 
dx2 dx3 

BR(o) BR(o) I D(x2, x3)1 

is bounded where BR(0) denotes the ball of radius R around the origin. By letting 

x3 = x2 + y we can estimate this by 

dy 

JB2R(0) IYI 

and by changing to polar coordinates y = r0 we can estimate this by 

r dr 
C - 

T<2R r 
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which is clearly bounded. 

For the general case we proceed in the same way and we reduce our problem 

to showing that 

fBR(0) 
... f BR(0) I D(x2i . , xn,) 

is bounded where BR(0) is a ball in lRn -1 and D(x2i ... , xn) is the n -2 dimensional 

volume of the simplex whose vertices are x2i ... , .xn in the hyperplane of Rn-1 in 

which these points lie. As in our main argument, the boundedness of this can be 

shown by changing variables to separate out the contribution from x2, changing 

to polar coordinates in the other variables, bounding the radial part directly and 

finally changing variables in the angular part to reduce to (6.22) again but with 

one less variable. The same argument works for As and thus we have shown the 

first part of the lemma. 

For the second part we wish to show that 

1 
dx2 ... dxn (6.22) 

I (f1(z1)f2(z) - f1(xi)f2(x2))f3(x3) ... fn(xn) dxl ... dxn = 0. (6.23) 
det(1 ... 1 

x17, 
) - 

1 

1 2 

We note that almost every tuple (x3, ... , xn) lies in a uniquely determined affine 

plane in Rn -1 of codimension 2 and we can write x1 = x10 +r(cos(B)ei +sin(0)e2) 

and x2 = x20 + s(cos(0)ei + sin(q)e2) where x10, x20 lie in this plane and el and 

e2 are orthogonal unit vectors orthogonal to the plane. With these definitions we 

get that 

det ) 
( 1 1 11 

= D(x3i . . . , xn)rs sin(B - 0) 
xl x2 xn 

where now D(x3, ... , xn) denotes the n - 3 dimensional volume of the simplex 

whose vertices are x3, ... , xn. With this we can write the integral in (6.23) as 

Jf (x3) . . . f (xn) (f lfl (xi) f2(4) - fl(xl)f2(x2)) dx1 dx2/ dx3 ... dxn. 
D(x3i ... , xn) rs sin(B - 0) 

(6.24) 

As above we can justify that the quantity outside of the inner integral is in- 

tegrable. Let us therefore study the inner integral more carefully. We define 

AE = { (xi, x2) 
I 

sin(B - 0) 
I 

> E }. This definition depends on the variables 

x3i ... , xn but we shall suppress that. Note that lime,0 AE = (IIgn -1)2 almost 

everywhere. 

Let us study the inner integral in (6.24) restricted to the set AE. First of all 

note that 

L 
fl(xl)f2(4) 
rs sin(B - 0) 

dxl dx2 < C f 
{r<R}n{s<R}nAE 
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where we have carried out the x10 and x20 integrations and used the assumption 
that fl and f2 are compactly supported. We note that the last integral is clearly 
bounded although the bound depends on E. 

For the whole inner integral restricted to AE we are therefore justified in cal- 

culating 

f (fl(xl)f2(x2) - f1(xi)f2(x2)) 
dx1 dx2 

A, rs sin(9 - 0) 

Ifl(xl)f2(4) dxl dx2 -f Îl(xi)f2(x2) dxl dx2. 
A, rs sin(9 - 0) rs sin(0 - 0) 

A change of variables x2 i-+ x2 in the first integral and x1 i- xi in the second 

yields 

f fi(xi)f2(x2) 
dx1 dx2 - fl(xl)f2(x2) dxl dx2 = 0 

JAE -rs sin(0 - 0) A, -rs sin(8 - 0) 

Since the integral in (6.23) is absolutely integrable we get by letting E pass to 0 

and an application of the dominated convergence theorem that (6.24) holds. This 
completes the proof of the second part of the lemma and the third part is proved 

similarly. 

6.2 A fractional integral 

Let us now look at fractional integral analogues of the form in the previous section. 

Define for 0 < a < 1 

a(fl,... fn) _ h(xi) .. fn(xn) 
dx x - Idet( i z. n)I« 

l d 2 

where xi E i -1 and 

As,a(fl, , fn) 

dxn (6.25) 

dwl dw2 . . . dwn (6.26) 
Idet(wl,...,wn)la 

where wi E 8n -1. As in the Hardy -Littlewood -Sobolev theorem concerning frac- 

tional integrals, the boundedness of this multilinear form does not rely on can- 

cellation properties of the kernel. Indeed, we have that 

IAa(fl, , fn) 
I IIfIIIpo,. IIfn-1IIPo,. IIfnIIl 

and 

IAs,«(fl, 'MI ...IIfn -1 Ilo, Il fn 11l 

where 1 /po,a = 1 -a /(n - 1). As before, interpolation gives that 

IAa(fl, ... , fn)I . IlfnllPa 
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and 

IAs,a(fl , , fn) IIf111P IIfnIIPa (6.30) 

where 1 /p, = 1 -a /n. These results can be proved with the same methods we 

used for the singular integral version and in fact this has already been done for 

As,c, by Drury [19]. Because of the absolute convergence there is no question 

about how the form is defined and this makes the proof slightly simpler. 

There is an implied constant on the right hand side of inequalities (6.29) and 

(6.30). In this section we will give a minimum value for that constant and identify 

the functions that give equality with this constant. 

The method we use is based on a treatment of the Hardy -Littlewood -Sobolev 

inequality in [27]. 

To state the theorem, let us define 

7-1(A., fn) := IA(fl fn)I 
IIf111P...IIfnIIP 

where for the rest of this section we have fixed p as pa. Also define 

k(x) _ 
(1 + Ix 12) 2p 

1 

We prove the following. 

(6.31) 

Theorem 6.16. The n -tuple (k, ... , k) is an optimiser for the operator A, in the 

sense that 

sup (fi,..., fn) = 9-l(k,...,k). 
f >o 

Furthermore, if the tuple (f 1, ... , fn) of non -negative functions is an optimiser 

for A, then there exists an n x n matrix A with determinant 1 and ci E JR for 

1 < i < n such that 

fi(x)=ciIIA(1)II p for each l<i<n 

and conversely, all tuples of functions of this form are optimisers. 

(6.32) 

Proof. Let us introduce the Steiner symmetrisation of a function. For E C Rn of 

finite Lebesgue measure we define the symmetric rearrangement of E as the open 

ball centred at the origin that has the same measure as E. We denote this by 

E *. We then define the Steiner symmetrisation, R; f = f*i, of a function f with 

respect to the j -th coordinate direction as 

fi i (xl, . . . xn) _ 
L 

00 

XII f (x1,...,x,-1 e.>xi+1,...,xn)I>t}. (xi) dt. 
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We can see that f *7 is a non- negative measurable function which decreases as the 

absolute value of the j -th coordinate increases. Also, f and f* have the same 

distribution functions and therefore 
I 

f lip = Pill, for all 1 < p < oc. Finally, we 

can see that the map f f* is order preserving, in the sense that if f and g are 

two non -negative functions and f (x) > g (x) for all x then also f* (x) > g* (x) for 

all x. 

We would now like to estimate Aa(f1, ... , fn) by Aa(fl , ... , fn). Since 

det(1 ... 1) 
xi 

. 

xn 

is not a linear combination of the xi's we cannot apply the rearrangement in- 

equality of Brascamp, Lieb and Luttinger (Theorem 1.3) directly. There exists 

a generalisation of it by Christ [18] which is applicable (but of which we were 

unaware when doing this work). We shall proceed more directly. 

Let us split each of the n integrals over iwn-1 into integrals over RLBn -2 x I[8 by 

separating out the integration in the j -th coordinate. Write xì E Rn -1 as (xis, xi7) 

where xi7 is the j -th coordinate of xi. Then we can write Aa(fl, ... , fn) as 

f(n-2)n (Ln 
f1 (x1.7, x17) fi(xna, xn7) 

Idet ( ::: ) I 

dx7 . . . dxn7 I dxlj . . . dxni. (6.33) 
n / 

We can work with the term in parentheses with the additional assumption that 
the xi7's are fixed for all i's and then 

det C 

1 1 1 

xi xn 

is a linear combination of x 7, ... , xn7 

We are now in a position to use Theorem 1.3. We take the functions to be 

fl(x17, ), ..., fn(xn7, ), and 
I I-a. Now, 

I 

Ha is a symmetric decreasing function 

so (I 1-a)* = Ha and fi(x 7, )* = f23(x 7, ) where, as before, f *7 denotes the 

Steiner symmetrisation of f with respect to the j -th coordinate direction. The 

theorem then tells us that 

Aa (fl ,..., fn) Aa(fli ..., fn*i) 

for any 1<j<n -1. 
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Let S : I18n -1 -+ S1 be the stereographic projection from Rn -1 to the north- 
ern hemisphere Sr'. To a function f on I[V-1 we associate a function F on S + -1 

defined by 

F(s) = 1 Js -1 (s) p f (S -1(s)) (6.35) 

where J8-1 is the Jacobian determinant of the map S -1. Then IIf lip = IIFIIr and 

it is easily seen that 

f 
f1(x1) . . . fn(xn) - Idet ( 21 ::: 

2 )1a 
dx1 ... dxr, = 

(517-1)n eFld1(st1) 

. . . Fn(sn) 
(s1 . sn)r 

ds1 . . . dsn. 

(6.36) 

We can rotate the hemisphere, by rotating the whole sphere and sending 

points that are rotated to the southern hemisphere to their antipodal points that 
lie in the northern hemisphere. The rotated functions give the same value for the 
integral but correspond to new functions on r -1. We will use My f to denote the 

function we get by rotating F by the rotation that leaves all basis vectors except 

the j -th and the n -th ones fixed and rotates the plane spanned by those two by 

y. We will require that ry is not a rational multiple of 7r. We note that f F--3 UU f 
is order preserving. 

For a function f we define a sequence (f m),,,, >0 in the following way: 

f° = f , f 1 = R -1 R 1 Uyi f ° 

2 2 1 n-1 = n-1 n-2 f = R1Rn-1 R2 U172 , 
. . . f - Rn-2 R1R-1Ury f , 

fn= R U1 n-1 n_1... 1 ryf 

We want to find the LP limit of this sequence. First, let us assume that f is 

a bounded function which vanishes outside a bounded set. These functions are 

clearly dense in LP . With this assumption we can find a constant C such that 

f (x) < Ck f(x) (6.37) 

where k f(x) is a multiple of k(x) from (6.31) scaled such that IIf IIp = II kf lip. 

We notice that kf(x) is a symmetric decreasing function which corresponds to 

a constant function K on on 57-1. It is thus unaffected by R. and U. Since 

f (x) > 0 and both R., and U4 preserve orderings of non- negative functions we 

have that 
f m (x) < Ckt (x) = Ck f (x) (6.38) 

for all x and m so the whole sequence (TT') is dominated by an LP function. Since 

Ilkf-UryfIIP- 'Mk f-Uryfllp- ilk f-flip 
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and 

IIkf- Rffllp= IIRf f -RifI 
by Theorem 1.5 we have that 

exists and is equal to 

1im IIkf - fmll 
m-->oo 

imfIlkf - fmll 

P <_ Ilf f lIP (6.40) 

(6.41) 

(6.42) 

We call this number A. It is finite since 
I I kf - f II P ç Ilk P + I f l IP < oc. 

We make the following definition: 

Definition 6.17. Let f be a non -negative function. We say that f has the 

outward decreasing property if for all x, y E 1r-1 s.t. Ixil < Iyil for all 1 < i < n 

then f (x) ? f (y). - - 

Lemma 6.18. The functions fm have the outward decreasing property for m > 1. 

Proof. It is clear that we can take xi, yi > 0 for all i and that it is enough to show 

that g = R1R2 f has the property that if x1 < y1i x2 < y2 and xi = yi for i > 3 

then g(x) > g(y). 

Furthermore, since g = R1(R2 f) it is clear that if we also have x2 = y2 then 
g(x) > g(y). So it is enough to study the case xi = y1, xi = yi for i > 3 and 

X2 < y2. Obviously, in this case, 

R2f (x) f (y) 

Now seta := g(y). Then 

1 f t : 9(t, y2, ... , yn -1) > ñ} = 2y1 

so 

I {t : R2f(t,y2,...,yn -1) > a} = 2y1. 

Since x2 < y2 we have that 

7Z2f (t, x2, y3, ... , yn -i) ! R2f (t, y2, y3, ... , yn -1) 

for all t, y3, . . . , Yn-1 SO 

I {t: R2f(t,x2,y3,...,yn -1) > ñ} > 2y1 

which is 

I {t R2f (t, x2, x3, ... , xñ_1) > A} > 2x1 

and this tells us that 

9(x) = R1R2f (x1, ... , xn_1) > ñ 

so g(x) > g(y). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Using this property and Helly's selection principle we can find a subsequence 

fm, which converges to some h almost everywhere. We can also impose the 

condition that (n - 1)Imi for all j. It is clear that this h will also have the 

outward decreasing property. Since all the functions fm are dominated by the LP 

function Ch} we see that h belongs to .LP and 

A=fim Ilfm' - k}Ilp = Ilh- k}Ilp 

However, we also have 

A -,- Ilfmj+1- k}IIp = IIRn-1 ...R1Uryh - k}llp 

SO 

(6.44) 

A < Rn_1 ... R1 Ury h -k }IIp = II Rn -1 .. R1 U, h -Rn_1... 'R.1(1,71 k} lip 

Uryk -Uryk }IIp= 11h- k}llp =A 

which tells us that we must have equality everywhere in the chain. In particular, 

IIRiU'h- k}llp= IIUryh -k }IIp 

Now Theorem 1.5 tells us that for almost every x2, ... , xr,,_1 we have that 

RiUyh(x) = Uryh(x). 

Thus we have shown that both h and Uryk are invariant under the reflection 

h(xi, x2, ... , xn -1) H Tl h := h( -x1, x2, ... , xn -1) 

and since Ul = T1U.yT1h we see that Ul),h = U71h so U27h = 17111711 = 
Ury Ul ryh = h. Since ¡y is not a rational multiple of it we see that H, the function 

on the northern hemisphere associated to h, is constant along curves which are 

intersections of the northern hemisphere and translates of the xixn coordinate 

plane. This also tells us that 

h = Uryh = R1Uryh a.e. (6.45) 

Now we can use the chain of equalities 

IIRn- 1...R1Uryh- k}Ilp =...= IIRiUryh -k }IIp= IIUryh -k }llp (6.46) 

to see that 
Rn_1...R1U4h= = R1Uÿh =Uryh =h a.e. (6.47) 
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We also have 

R1 U, Rn- 1...R1U7h = U.Rn- 1...121Úÿh (6.48) 

so the same argument tells us that the function on the northern hemisphere 

associated to Rß_1 ... R1Uryh is constant along curves which are intersections 

of the northern hemisphere and translates of the x2xn coordinate plane. Since 

!Zn -1 .. R1 U, h = h a.e. we see that H is a.e. constant on 3- spaces which are 

parallel to the xlx2xri coordinate 3- space. 

From this discussion the induction is evident and the result will be that H is 

a.e. constant on the northern hemisphere and since h has the outward decreasing 

property we see that H must be constant everywhere and h must have the form 

Ck f for some C. Since hIp = li 
fmi II p = = II k fIl p we see that C = 1 

and h = /c.f. 

This tells us that A = 0 and since (/ f - f m I I p) °m°__o is a decreasing sequence 

with a, sequence which tends to 0 we see that the whole sequence Um) tends 

to k f. We have thus shown that for any f in the dense class of I)' functions we 

started with that fm -+ kf. Since Ilkf - k f Il p < I f - f' Il p for any f, f' E P we 

see that for any f E I? we have that fm -> k f in P. 
Now 

n(fr,,fn) 5_ %1(fm 
+1,...,fn 

+1) 

for every m > 0 so 

(6.49) 

W(.f1, (6.50) 

This tells us that (k,. .. , k) is an optimiser for An. 

Now let us find all the non -negative functions which furnish the best constant. 

Using Lemma 1.4 we can see that 

Ac,(f1, fn) = Aa(f1i,, fns) 

can hold only if f$ (x) = fa (x - ai ei) where ei is the j -th coordinate vector and 

the ad's satisfy 

det 

/ 1 

x11 

xl,j-1 
a1 

x1,i+1 

\xl,n -1 . . 

1 

xnl 

xn,j-1 
an 

xn,j+1 

. xn,n -1J 

= 0. 

This conclusion holds provided that all the adjoint matrices of the aá's are nonzero 

and that is true for almost any x1i ... , xn E Rn -1. 
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Now, let us say that for some x25, ... , x125, where we do not specify the j -th 
coordinate in each vector, we have found that f2(x2j, ) has centre at a2 for 2 < i < 

n. Then we can see that for any x2i the centre of fi (xu, ) must be at the point 

al such that all the (x2j, at) lie in some (n - 2)- dimensional hyperplane. Then, 

by moving the x2i's around one by one for 2 < i < n we can see that there must 

exist a hyperplane where all the points (xis, at) lie. 

This tells us that if (fl, ... , fn) is an optimiser for our operator then the 

functions have the form f2(xi) = hi(Mx2 + b) where the hi's have the outward 

decreasing property, M is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix A with determinant 1 and 

b E Rn -1 

Now, the transformations f (1,3f and f H f (M +b) span a group G. It 

is now clear that for an optimiser (fi, ... , fn) the rearrangements 'R f2 will be of 

the form Tgf for some g E G and thus the whole sequence (f ryn),n >o will be of the 

form Tg,m fi for some gL E G, the same g, for each i. 

Since the elements of G are isometries of IL we have that 

0= lim IIf - kftillP = lim IIf2 -TgmlkfIlp 
k ioo k->oo 

We shall see that for any g E G we have 

n 

((t) 

T 

ATA (t)) 
(6.51) 

for some real n x n matrix with determinant 1. 

Let fA(x) = IIA(T)II . Then fA(Mx +b) = IIA(9+6)II p = IIA'(f)II 
with A' = A (ó b) so A' is again a real n x n matrix with determinant 1. 

Now consider U.,4 for some j. Without loss of generality we can take j = 1. 

Then 

fA(x) = 1 1 + 1W12 

2p 

U 
C1 +IxI21IA(T)II2) 

where (T) is the point in Rn we get by starting with (i ), projecting it to the 

hemisphere, that is, to 
X11 

2 
(1), then rotating in the xlxn -plane by -a, this 

sends 

to 

1 1 

1+IxI2 (x1) 1+lx12 1 

xl 

1 
cos ax1 + sin a 

xl 
, 1 + 

1x12 - sin axi + cos y 
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and finally projecting this point to the plane CI)), which sends it to 

(cos ax1 + sin a) /(- sin ax1 + cos a) 
x1 /(- sin ax1+ cos a) ; 

1 

so to _ (- sin ax1 + a)-1 ( cosax l+sino Wn 1 ( i ) Since wi + wñ = xi + 1 

we have that 

( 1 1+Iw12 2p 

+IxI2IlA(w)II2 

1 1+ xi + 1112 
2p 

wl 
A w 

and since - 
w1 cos ax1 + sin a cosa 0 sin a x1 

0 I 0 x1 

`jn - sin ax1 + cos a - sin a 0 cos a 1 

we get 

with 

UfA(x) = 1 n 

HAI (i)IIp 

cosa 0 sin a 
A' =A 0 I 0 

- sin a 0 cos a 

and again A' has determinant 1. 

Since the set of functions OA I A (i) I I 
p 

I A is a n x n matrix with det A= 1} is 

closed in .V3 and k1 belongs to this set we have shown that all optimisers have 

the form prescribed in the theorem. 

Let us now see that all functions of the prescribed form are optimisers. It 
is clear that we can take ci = 1. Let us therefore again take fA := IIA 

Then it is enough to show that 
I I f A 1Ip = I I fI II p and 

Aa(fA,...,fA) = ...,fl) 

where I is the n x n identity matrix because we know that (fr)Z 1 is an optimiser. 

To prove the equality we note first of all that Aa (f 1, ... , fn) is invariant under 

the transformation (f1, . . . , f11) (f1(M +b),... , f71(M +b)) where as before 

M is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with determinant 1 and b E 1[871 -1. We note also 

that these transformations preserve the LP-norm of the functions. By using this 

invariance we may make the additional assumption that A has the form (o1 
d2I 

with positive scalars d1 and d2 where I denotes the identity matrix of size n - 1. 

Since we have that det A = 1 we get the relation d1(d2)2(n -1) = det A = 1. 
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So we want to consider Aa (fA, ... , fA) which equals 

J (( 
\ 

l 2q 

4n-1) + IId2x1II2 ) (d22(2!--1) + Ild2xnll2) 

/ 1 ... 1 a dx1 . . . dot,. 
I(21 ... 2n )I 

We make the change of variables d2xi = yi. Then d2(n 
-i) dx, = dyi and 

det(1 1\ 
=ct21(n-1) det(1 11 

yl yn x1 . xn/) 

We thus get 

Aa (fA, , fA) = 
J 

(4n(in,--1)) 
2p 

((1 + Ily1l12) ... (1 + IIynII2))-2P dyl .. . dyn 
(-1)a 1 1 a n2(n-1) 

d2 I det ( yl .. 
... 

. yn ) I d2 

(n-1) ( p -n,2+na) = d2 2 a(fl,,fI) 
Now note that P -n2+ na = n2/1 ñ) _n2+ na = 0 so that we have the desired 

equality of the forms. 

Finally, we calculate 

II fAIIp = 
fRn-1 + IId2xI2 dx 

= 
J 

1(1 + IId2xII2) 
-2 4(n -1) dx = II flllp 

where we have used the same change of variables as above. This completes the 

proof. 

Let us now examine the form As,a defined in (6.26). We have for any functions 

Fi defined on Sn-1 that 

= f 
Fl(sl)... F(s) 

A,a(Fi, ... , Fa) = 
Id(Si) .... Sn)Ia 

ds1 ... dsn =: AS,a(F1, . . . , FF) 

where Fi(si) = Fi(si) + Fi(si) and si is the antipodal point of sá. 

We note from this proof that (fi, ... , fn) is an optimiser for Act if and only 

if (F1, ... , Fn) is an optimiser for As,a where fi and Fi are related by (6.35). 

Furthermore, for any s = (si,. , sra) E ,S1-1 we have that 5 -1(s) = s /sn and 

IJs -1(s) I = s;,:n by the same calculation as in the previous section so if fi has the 

form fi (x) = cillA (nil- ; as in (6.32) then the corresponding Fi has the form 

Fi(s) = ciIIAsll -p. Thus we can state the analogue of Theorem 6.16 for As,,, as 

follows. 
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Theorem 6.19. The n -tuple of constant functions is an optimiser for the operator 

Asx, and if the tuple (Fl ... , Fn) of non -negative functions is an optimiser for 

As,,, then there exists an n x n matrix A with determinant 1 and ci E JR for 

1 < i < n such that 

Fi(s) = for each 1 < i < n (6.52) 

where Fi : S1 -* IR are given by Fi(s) = Fi(s) +Fi(s) and s is the antipodal point 

of s. Conversely, all tuples of functions satisfying this condition are optimisers. 
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